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IN THE UTAH SUPREME COURT 
WILSON SUPPLY, INC. d.b.a. 
PRO POWER EQUIPMENT CO. 
Plaintiff and Appellee, 
v. 
FRADAN MANUFACTURING CORP. 
Defendant and Appellant 
No. 20001035-SC 
Priority No. 15 
JURISDICTION 
This Court has jurisdiction over this appeal under Utah Code Ann. § 78-2-2(3)(j) 
(1996). This is a case of first impression in Utah Appellate Courts interpreting the statute, 
Equipment Repurchase from Retail Dealers, Chapter 14a, Title 13, Utah Code Annotated (as 
amended, 1995). 
STATEMENT OF ISSUES 
Question 1 
Did the district court err in law by failing to grant summary judgment and award 
attorney fees and costs to Appellant (FRADAN) under Utah Code Ann. § 13-14a-7 (1995) 
by failing to rule that Appellee (WILSON SUPPLY) is a wholesaler within the meaning of 
Utah Code Ann. § 13-14a-1(7) (as amended, 1995) and, therefore, not entitled to repurchase 
of goods by a manufacturer (FRADAN) under Utah Code Ann. § 13-14a-2 (as amended, 
1995)? 
Standard of Review: Review of a district court's grant of summary judgment 
pursuant to Rule 56 of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure is a question of law. No deference 
is given to the trial court's conclusions of law or its decision to grant summary judgment and 
both are reviewed for "correctness." In re Gonzalez, 1 P.3d 1074, (Utah 2000); Beynon 
v. St George-Dixie Lodge # 1743, Benevolent & Protective Order of Elks, 854 P.2d 513,518 
(Utah 1993); Ron Case Roofing & Asphalt Paving Inc. v. Blomquist, 111 P.2d 1382,1385 
(Utah 1989). In a case involving statutory construction and interpretation, the Appellate 
Court accords the trial court's conclusions of law no deference, but reviews them for 
correctness. Beynon v. St George-Dixie Lodge # 1743, Benevolent & Protective Order of 
Elks, 854 P.2d 513,518 (Utah 1993); Clover v. Snowbird Ski Resort, 808 P.2d 1037, 1039-
1040 (Utah 1991); Blue Cross & Blue Shield v. State, 779 P.2d 634, 636 (Utah 1989). 
Citations to the Record: These issues were preserved and argued in the trial court 
throughout the entire proceedings. A few of the obvious citations are: R. 002, Tf 6 and 8; R. 
123, % 10; R. 184, If 7; R. 167; 234,1f 1; R. 193, f 1-3; R. 202; and R. 244. 
Question 2 
Did the trial court err in law in its interpretation of Utah Code Ann. §§ 13-14a-2(l) 
and 13-14a-9(3) by ordering a manufacturer (FRADAN) to repurchase equipment from a 
wholesaler (WILSON SUPPLY) after WILSON SUPPLY sold all of its retail stores? 
Standard of Review: In a case involving statutory construction and interpretation, 
the Appellate Court accords the trial court's conclusions of law no deference, but reviews 
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them for correctness. Beynon v. St. George-Dixie Lodge # 1743, Benevolent & Protective 
Order of Elks, 854 P.2d 513, 518 (Utah 1993); Clover v. Snowbird Ski Resort, 808 P.2d 
1037,1039-1040 (Utah 1991); Blue Cross & Blue Shieldv. State, 779 P.2d 634,636 (Utah 
1989). 
Question 3 
Are the trial court's findings of fact that WILSON SUPPLY was a "retailer" for 
purposes of this case and that a third party (Cantrell) was the wholesaler of FRADAN goods 
to WILSON SUPPLY clearly erroneous and improperly based upon an unlitigated discovery 
dispute? 
Standard of Review: A finding of fact by the trial court, whether based upon oral or 
written evidence, will only be disturbed on appeal if insufficient evidence exists in the record 
and the finding can be considered "clearly erroneous." Utah RXiv.P. 52(a); The trial court's 
findings are clearly erroneous only if the ruling "contradicts the great weight of evidence or 
if [the] court is left with a 'definite and firm conviction that a mistake has been made.'" Sevy 
v. Sec. Title Co. of So. Utah, 902 P.2d 629,635 (Utah 1995). The appellate court may regard 
a finding as clearly erroneous only if the finding is without adequate evidentiary support or 
induced by an erroneous view of the law. State v. Walker, 743 P.2d 191, 193 (Utah 1987). 
Citations to the Record: Neither the Court nor WILSON SUPPLY entered formal 
findings of fact or conclusions of law. The record is very unclear and cryptic (Appendix C). 
However, nothing in the record suggests WILSON SUPPLY purchased any FRADAN 
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product through a distributor named "Cantrell" as found by the court (R. 281, p. 83, lines 19 
and 23 and p. 84, line 4). The court's findings that WILSON SUPPLY was a retailer for 
purposes of the buy back law is found in R. 281, p. 85, lines 2-5, is based improperly upon 
the Judge's view of what the Legislature intended. These findings are based upon an 
incorrect view of the law in that WILSON SUPPLY was admittedly a wholesaler. See R. 
002, If 6 and 8; R. 123, % 10; R. 184, If 7; R. 167; 234, f 1; R. 193, K 1-3; R. 202; and R. 
244. 
DETERMINATIVE STATUTES AND RULES 
The entire text of Chapter 14a of Title 13 of the Utah Code Ann. (as amended, 1995) 
is relevant and determinative and is attached as the addendum of this brief. However, the 
following sub-sections of Chapter 14a are most relevant and determinative. 
1. Utah Code Ann. § 13-14a-l(7)(b): 
(7) "Wholesaler" as an entity's business or as the context requires may mean: 
(b) a dealer, as defined in Subsection (1), who in addition to retailing 
distributes equipment at the wholesale level 
2. Utah Code Ann. § 13-14a-2(l): 
(1) Upon termination of all sales agreements in which the dealer has agreed to 
offer the products of the manufacturer or wholesaler for retail sale and to stock 
wholegoods and parts inventories as may or may not be required by the 
manufacturer or wholesaler, the retailer is entitled to payment or credit from 
the manufacturer or wholesaler for all new and unsold wholegoods and parts 
inventories held by the dealer on the date the agreement was terminated. 
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STATEMENT OF THE CASE 
This is an appeal from a denial of Appellant's (FRADAN's) motion for summary 
judgment and an order granting Appellee's motion for summary judgment, following an 
evidentiary hearing which was narrowly focused on the issue of'"whether Wilson Supply is 
a dealer or a wholesaler within the legal meaning of U.C.A. 13-14a-l, et seq." (R. 250). 
The Honorable Judge David Young presided at the initial summary judgment hearing on 
March 24,2000 and at the follow-up hearing on September 19,2000. At the conclusion of 
the hearing on September 19, 2000, Judge Young spontaneously ruled from the bench and 
concluded as a matter of law that Appellee is a dealer under Chapter 14a of Title 13 of the 
Utah Code Annotated. (Appendices A and C). This ruling was reduced to an order by 
Appellee's counsel, signed by Judge Young on October 31,2001 (Appendix B, R. 263). This 
matter is, therefore, before the court on a review of the entry of summary judgment. 
Statement of Relevant Facts 
As alleged in Appellee's Complaint, this case arises out of an unwritten business 
relationship between Appellant (FRADAN), who manufactures lawn and garden equipment 
(R. 002,1f 7), and Appellee (WILSON SUPPLY), who is a wholesale distributor of lawn and 
garden equipment (R. 002, % 6 and R. 195, f^ 14). The business relationship extended from 
about October 1996 through December 1997. WILSON SUPPLY "agreed to sell at retail, 
and or distribute at the wholesale level, those items supplied to it by FRADAN as a 
manufacturer." (Plaintiffs Complaint, R. 002, Tf 8). During this entire time period 
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WILSON SUPPLY owned and operated three retail stores (Pro Power) in Utah, Idaho, and 
Colorado (R. 227, % 10). WILSON SUPPLY was in the business of both retailing and 
wholesaling utility light industrial equipment, yard and garden equipment, and associated 
repair parts (R. 002, f 6). All of WILSON SUPPLY'S retailing was conducted through its 
three Pro Power stores. From about November 1996 through December 1997, FRADAN 
shipped several items of lawn and garden equipment and parts directly to WILSON SUPPLY 
at its Murray warehouse headquarters at WILSON'S request (Appendix D, Exhibit 8). No 
equipment or parts were shipped by FRADAN to any of the retail stores in Colorado, Idaho, 
or Utah. All written documents and correspondence were between WILSON SUPPLY and 
FRADAN (R. 133, 135, 137, 138, 140, 142, 144 through 159,204, and 206; and Appendix 
D, Exhibit 8). WILSON SUPPLY'S official letterhead identifies it as a "Distributor of 
Outdoor Power Equipment since 1935" (R. 206). It was also identified as a wholesaler in 
the Dunn & Bradstreet business listings (R. 211, f 3). WILSON SUPPLY was further 
identified as a wholesaler in the Salt Lake City Yellow Pages while Pro Power was identified 
as a Retailer (Appendix D, Exhibit 5). Although WILSON SUPPLY distributed most of the 
FRADAN equipment to its three retail stores for retail sale, it also "distributed a portion of 
the Fradan Inventory at the wholesale level" (Appendix B or R. 184, % 7). 
On about October 23,1997, WILSON SUPPLY mailed a letter to FRADAN, stating 
it wanted to terminate its relationship with FRADAN (R. 206). On about February 25,1998, 
Brett Wilson, owner of WILSON SUPPLY, sent a letter to FRADAN using Pro Power 
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letterhead for the first time in the parties' business relationship (R. 170). The three Pro 
Power retail stores listed on the Pro Power letterhead have a different address from WILSON 
SUPPLY, although the Utah store is located apparently next to WILSON SUPPLY (R. 170 
and 206). The parties have never disputed that WILSON SUPPLY acts as a wholesale 
distributor and, prior to 1999, also did retail sales business through its d.b.a. Pro Power 
(Appendix B and R. 184, If 7). 
WILSON SUPPLY sold Pro Power and all of its retail stores sometime in 1999 to a 
non-party (Horizons, Inc.), but WILSON SUPPLY retained the unsold equipment it 
originally purchased from FRADAN (R. 227,19). FRADAN argued at the trial court that 
this new fact alone requires dismissal in that only retail dealers may assert a right of 
repurchase of equipment under Utah law (R. 195, fflj 14-16; R. 199; and R. 247). 
SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT 
This is a case of first impression in Utah regarding the interpretation and application 
of a Utah statute relating to "Equipment Repurchase from Retail Dealers," Chapter 14a of 
Title 13, Utah Code Annotated. The Court made several errors by failing to apply the plain 
meaning and express wording of the statute. The most crucial part of the statute is the 
definition of "Wholesaler" in Utah Code Ann. § 13-14a-l(7)(b) (as amended, 1995), which 
essentially states that a retail dealer who also distributes some equipment at the wholesaler 
level, is considered a "Wholesaler." Under Utah Code Ann. § 13-14a-2(l), retail dealers 
may require either a wholesaler or a manufacturer to repurchase its product. However, 
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nothing in the entire statute allows a "Wholesaler" to require a manufacturer to repurchase 
its Wholesaler inventory. Despite this clear statutory language and WILSON SUPPLY'S 
admissions in its complaint (R. 002, % 6 and 8) and on summary judgment (R. 123, f 10 and 
184, f 7) that it is a wholesaler and a retail dealer, the trial court found "as a matter of law" 
that WILSON SUPPLY, d.b.a. Pro Power is a retailer for purpose of requiring FRADAN to 
repurchase equipment (Appendix B, R. 264). It reached this conclusion by conceiving of 
what it believed was the policy intended by the Legislature (R. 281 p. 84, lines 23-25) instead 
of applying the clear wording of the statute. 
This ruling is even more perplexing given the fact that Pro Power was sold in 1999, 
prior to the motions for summary judgment. Therefore, there is no Pro Power or Wilson 
Supply, d.b.a. Pro Power, and no "retail dealer" entitled to repurchase of equipment. The 
only entity left is WILSON SUPPLY, a wholesaler(if it yet remains), and it holds the 
equipment purchased from FRADAN. The court again incorrectly applied the statute and 
held that a "Wholesaler" was entitled to have equipment re-purchased from a manufacturer. 
FRADAN argued strenuously that the right of repurchase under the statute lies solely with 
a "retail dealer" and a "Wholesaler" never has a right of re-purchase. Nonetheless, the court 
ignored these arguments and held that under Utah Code Ann. § 13-14a-9(3), FRADAN, a 
manufacturer, must repurchase from WILSON SUPPLY, a wholesaler. 
It is very unclear from the record whether the district court relied upon Findings of 
Fact in that its final determination that WILSON SUPPLY is a retailer was made as "a matter 
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of law (Appendix B, R. 264). To the extent any material findings of fact were determined 
by the judge, such findings are clearly erroneous and were based upon an abuse of discretion 
when the court unjustly and without notice sanctioned FRAD AN based upon an unlitigated 
discovery dispute. The trial court displayed usually hostility and anger towards FRAD AN 
regarding a discovery dispute of which the parties agreed was simply not relevant at the 
summary judgment stage and was the subject of an unheard, but pending Motion for 
Protective Order filed by FRAD AN of which the parties and the court had previously agreed 
to put on hold because the summary judgment would moot the discovery dispute. WILSON 
SUPPLY'S attorney further urged the court to entertain a "home-state bias" to sway the judge 
from a clear application ofthe statute (R. 280, pp. 11-12; R. 281, pp. 4,10,11,16,31,35,and 
78). The result was that the Court expressly made findings, not based upon the record, but 
out of punitive motives for FRAD AN's alleged failure to answer discovery (Appendix C, R. 
82-86). Some ofthe findings include that FRAD AN sold its product and dealt directly with 
three separate retail dealers in Idaho, Colorado, and Utah (Appendix C, R. 281, p. 82, lines 
19-24) and that a non-party (Cantrell) distributed to WILSON SUPPLY (Appendix C, R. 
281, p. 82, lines 13-16; p. 83, lines 19-24; and p. 84, lines 3-6). 
The court's decision shows that all findings were based upon a hasty, hostile, and 
biased reaction by the Judge rather than a detached, neutral decision-maker. FRAD AN never 
even had an opportunity to litigate or obtain a ruling on its motion for a protective order and 
WILSON never filed a motion to compel the discovery in question. The actions by the 
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district court, as evidenced in its bench ruling, are sufficient to leave this court with a definite 
and firm conviction that a mistake was made justifying a complete reversal or remand for a 
full trial on the merits. 
Apart from the factual disputes relating to pricing and whether a third non-party was 
a distributor in Utah, the fact remains that WILSON SUPPLY, as a business entity, is just 
what it name indicates: a wholesaler distributor of lawn and garden equipment and parts. 
The company's only retail business was sold and WILSON SUPPLY, as a wholesaler, 
retained the FRADAN products. Based upon these undisputed facts and the plain meaning 
of the statute, summary judgment and attorney fees should be entered in favor of FRADAN. 
POINT I 
WILSON SUPPLY IS A WHOLESALER UNDER U.C.A. § 13-14A-l(7)(b) 
The initial threshold issue in this case is whether WILSON SUPPLY must be treated 
as a "wholesaler" or "retail dealer" as defined in the statute. During the entire summary 
judgment proceedings, including the narrowly-focused evidentiary hearing, FRADAN 
continued to emphasize that the admitted fact that WILSON SUPPLY was a wholesaler, in 
addition to acting as a retail dealer through its d.b.a. Pro Power, required the court to 
conclude as a matter of law that FRADAN was not required to repurchase equipment from 
WILSON SUPPLY under Utah Code Ann. § 13-14a-2(l) (as amended, 1995). The trial court 
incorrectly concluded that WILSON SUPPLY, as either a wholesaler or retail dealer, was 
entitled to the protection afforded to a retail dealer. 
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A. Statutory Construction and Interpretation: 
The trial court erred because it failed to apply well-accepted rules of statutory 
construction and interpretation. The first rule is that a court must first "examine the statute's 
plain language and resort to other methods of statutory interpretation only if the language is 
ambiguous." Matrix Funding Corporation v. Auditing Division of the Utah State Tax 
Commission, 868 P.2d 832, 833 (Utah 1994). If doubt or ambiguity exist, the court should 
analyze the entire act and '"Harmonize its provisions in accordance with the legislative intent 
and purpose."' Beynon v. St. George-Dixie Lodge #1743, 854 P.2d 513, 518 (Utah 1993), 
quoting Osuala v. Aetna Life & Casualty, 608 P.2d 242, 243 (Utah 1980). "Whenever 
possible, statutes should be construed so that no portion is superfluous." Id at 243, fn. 20. 
Finally, the Court has no power to rewrite a statute to make it conform to an intention not 
expressed in the statute. Neel v. State, 889 P.2d 922,926 (Utah 1995). In this case, the trial 
court failed to apply the plain meaning of the statute or harmonize its interpretation with the 
entire act, which results in rendering the statutory definition of "wholesaler" superfluous. 
B. Wilson Supply Is a Wholesaler Within the Plain Meaning of the Act: 
While some states have various laws requiring a manufacturer or wholesaler to 
repurchase goods upon termination of a retail sales agreement, Utah appears to be the only 
state that has carefully defined the term "wholesaler" as it relates to "retail dealer." The 
relevant code section states: 
(7) "Wholesaler" as an entity's business or as the context requires may mean: 
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(b) a dealer, as defined in Subsection (1), who in addition to retailing distributes 
equipment at the wholesale level. 
(Emphasis added). Utah Code Ann. § 13-14a-l(7)(b) (as amended, 1995). The underlined 
portion, 6Svho in addition to retailing distributes equipment at the wholesale level" was 
added by the Utah Legislature in 1995 to more clearly exclude wholesalers from taking 
advantage of the protections afforded retail dealers under the statute. The 1995 amendment 
shows the Legislature's intent to clarify that retail dealers who are also engaged in wholesale 
activities must be treated as wholesalers and cannot enforce a right to repurchase against a 
manufacturer. The plain meaning of the statute requires a court to treat a retail dealer as a 
'"wholesaler" if the dealer generally, as a business entity, engages in distributing any amount 
of lawn and garden equipment at the wholesale level. By operation of law, a retail dealer 
who distributes lawn and garden equipment at the wholesale level is defined as a 
"wholesaler" and should not be referred to as a retail dealer for purposes of requiring a 
manufacturer to repurchase equipment. 
In this case, WILSON SUPPLY, as an entity, alleges in its Complaint and provided 
sworn testimony that it was in the business of distributing lawn and garden equipment at the 
wholesale level in addition to retailing (R. 00246;R. 1234 10; and Appendix B,R. 184, 
<|[ 7). WILSON SUPPLY further provided sworn testimony that it distributed a "portion of 
the Fradan inventory at the wholesale level." (R. 123, ^  10 and Appendix B, R. 184, f^ 7). 
Moreover, WILSON SUPPLY alleges in its complaint that it entered into an agreement with 
FRADAN in which "Wilson agreed to sell at retail, and or distribute at the wholesale level, 
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those items supplied to it by Fradan as a manufacturer." (R. 002, f^ 8). Furthermore, 
WILSON SUPPLY represented itself as a wholesale distributor on its own letterhead, in the 
Dunn & Bradstreet listing, and in the Salt Lake City Yellow Pages (R. 167; R. 193, % 3; and 
R. 202). Finally, all correspondence between WILSON and FRADAN during the business 
relationship was either from WILSON SUPPLY addressed to FRADAN or from FRADAN 
addressed to WILSON (R. 33, 35, 133, 135, 137, 138, 140, 142, 144-159, 167, and 204), 
including the initial correspondence where WILSON requested prompt shipment to its 
wholesale warehouse (Appendix D, Exhibit 8). The only document sent in the name of Pro 
Power (WILSON's retail dealer) to FRADAN was sent after the business relationship had 
terminated between WILSON and FRADAN (R. 170). To fall within the plain 
wording of the statutory definition, WILSON SUPPLY merely needed to engage in some, 
but not all or even mostly, distributing at the wholesale level to be treated as a "wholesaler." 
The statute defines wholesaler not merely as a wholesaler that happens to engage in some 
retail sales, but as "a dealer who in addition to retailing distributes equipment at the 
wholesale level." (Emphasis added) Utah Code Ann. § 13-14a-l(7)(b) (as amended, 1995). 
It matters not under the statute whether WILSON SUPPLY actually distributed FRADAN 
equipment, although Brett Wilson admitted they did (See Appendix B, R. 184, % 7 and 
Appendix D, Exhibit 1). Since WILSON SUPPLY admitted it has been a wholesale 
distributor since 1935 and continued to act as a wholesaler of lawn and garden equipment 
during the relevant time, it was an error in law for the court to conclude WILSON was a 
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retail dealer for purposes of Utah's repurchase law. The plain wording of the statute required 
the court to refer to WILSON as a wholesaler for purposes of the right of a retail dealer to 
have a manufacturer or wholesaler repurchase its inventory. It was error in law for the court 
not to enter summary judgment for FRADAN based solely upon the affidavit of Brett 
Wilson, president of WILSON SUPPLY (See Appendix B, f 7) 
C. A Manufacturer Is Never Required to Repurchase from a Wholesaler: 
After deciding WILSON'S business was defined as a "Wholesaler" under the statute, 
it then should have applied the plain meaning of Utah Code Ann. § 13-14a-2(l) and 
concluded that a wholesaler has no right to demand repurchase of its equipment from a 
manufacturer. The statute states: 
(1) Upon termination of all sales agreements in which the dealer has agreed to offer 
the products of the manufacturer or wholesaler for retail sale and to stock 
wholegoods and parts inventories as may or may not be required by the manufacturer 
or wholesaler, the retailer is entitled to payment or credit from the manufacturer or 
wholesaler for all new and unsold wholegoods and parts inventories held by the 
dealer on the date the agreement was terminated. 
(Emphasis added). Utah Code Ann. § 13-14a-2(l). This section speaks only of an agreement 
between a "dealer" and a manufacturer or wholesaler. No where does it state that a 
manufacturer should ever repurchase equipment from a wholesaler. The plain meaning of 
the statute is unambiguous and does not allow a court to conclude that a wholesaler can take 
advantage of the repurchase right. It was, therefore, an error in lav/ for the trial court to 
"rewrite" the statute by providing protection for a dealer who also distributes at the wholesale 
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level when the plain language of the statute does not provide such protection. See generally, 
Matrix Funding Corporation, 868 P.2d at 833 and Neel, 889 P.2d at 926. 
If the language of the statute was ambiguous or uncertain, the court should have 
looked to the entire act to "harmonize its provisions in accordance with legislative intent and 
purpose." Beynon, 854 P.2d at 518. The title of Chapter 14a, "Equipment Repurchase from 
Retail Dealers" gives no hint that a wholesaler would ever have a right of repurchase. Of 
course, titles are not controlling and what really matters most are the various sections and 
subsections of the act. 
In this case, every reference in the statute even remotely relating to a dealer's right to 
demand repurchase is stated in terms of the manufacturer or wholesaler obligation to 
repurchase from the "dealer." Utah Code Ann. § 13-14a-2 references the phrase 
"manufacturer or wholesaler" a total of sixteen times, three of which are in subparagraph 
2(1) alone. Of special note is § 13-14a-l(5) "Sales Agreement" which references the phrase 
four times. This subsection makes clear that the "Sales Agreement" which forms the basis 
for asserting a repurchase claim can only be between a "dealer and a manufacturer or 
wholesaler. The reverse implication is that an agreement between a wholesaler and a 
manufacturer could not be a "Sales Agreement" within the meaning of this act. The 
legislature, by the plain language, did not see fit to govern the relationship between a 
wholesaler and a manufacturer and the trial court should not have taken it upon itself to do 
so. 
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The entire act references the phrase "manufacturer or wholesaler a total of 33 times. 
No where in this act does any language exist that could purport to grant a '"wholesaler" the 
right to force a "manufacturer" to repurchase goods from a "wholesaler." The plain language 
can only be interpreted to allow a dealer to require either a manufacturer or wholesaler to 
repurchase the dealer's inventory. Again, since WILSON is a "Wholesaler" as defined by 
the statute, this court should direct the district court to enter summary judgment and attorney 
fees in favor of FRADAN. Any other interpretation of this statute would render meaningless 
the language defining Wholesaler" in subsection (7)(b). 
The court's conclusion that FRADAN must repurchase inventory from WILSON 
SUPPLY would allow all wholesalers to circumvent the plain language of the statute and 
thus render the legislature' s definition of wholesaler under Utah Code Ann. § 13 -14a-1 (7)(b) 
superfluous, contrary to sound principles of statutory interpretation. See generally, Beynon, 
854 P.2d at 518. All wholesalers could open up a retail outlet at their existing warehouse or 
occasionally retail a portion of their inventory from various manufacturers and then demand 
all manufacturers to repurchase all of their wholesale and retail inventory. A wholesaler, 
based upon the trial court's reasoning, could even voluntarily take back inventory from its 
retail dealers and demand that the manufacturer repurchase the equipment, just as WILSON 
apparently did with its Idaho store (See Appendix D, Exhibit 1). Such an outcome, based 
upon the trial court's conclusions of law, would impermissibly render § 13-14a-l(7)(b) 
superfluous and all wholesalers could avoid repurchase liability and be treated as dealers. 
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The only logical interpretation is that dealers, who are wholesalers, like WILSON was, may 
not assert rights of repurchase against a manufacturer. This is true regardless of the volume 
of distributing by a retailer. 
POINT II 
BASED UPON THE FINDINGS OF THE TRIAL COURT, UTAH CODE §§ 13-
14a-2(l) and -9(3) DO NOT REQUIRE FRADAN TO REPURCHASE 
INVENTORY FROM WILSON SUPPLY, d.b.a. PRO POWER AFTER PRO 
POWER WAS SOLD TO A NON-PARTY WHOLESALER 
The trial court made a few findings of fact that were not supported by the record 
which will be addressed in Point III. However, even if the facts were not clearly erroneous, 
as a matter of law, the court should have entered judgment in favor of FRADAN based upon 
the fact that WILSON sold its retail outlets during the pendency of this litigation. 
The court made a hasty and spontaneous ruling from the bench at the conclusion of 
the summary judgment hearing of September 19,2000 (Appendix C, R. 281 pp. 82-86). In 
this ruling, the court made the following relevant findings (FRADAN argues in Point III that 
these findings and others are clearly erroneous): 
1. Fradan's product was marketed by Pro Power at retail. 
2. A non-party named "Cantrell" was the wholesaler for Utah. 
3. Fradan entered into three separate contracts with the retail outlets, Pro Power in 
Idaho, Pro Power in Utah, and Pro Power in Colorado. 
4. Cantrell continued to sell product in the State of Utah as the manufacturer's 
representative on a wholesale basis. 
5. The wholesaler to Pro Power was Cantrell and/or WILSON SUPPLY. 
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6. WILSON, as a wholesaler of FRADAN, discontinued doing business with FRADAN. 
7. The initial business relationship that was created with Pro Power was intended to be 
a manufacturer to a retailer direct, and that is on that basis that they're obligated to 
rebuy. 
8. All sales engaged in by Pro Power were retail sales. 
(Appendix C, R. 281 pp. 82-86). Prior to the above ruling, it was undisputed that WILSON 
SUPPLY sold Pro Power, consisting of all of its retail outlets (R. pp. 195, ^ 14; R. 208; R. 
2124 l3;R.2l4;R.2l7,1fl;andR. 231,If 1). It was further undisputed that WILSON only 
retailed products through Pro Power and that WILSON owned and operated Pro Power as 
a retailer in three states (R. 281, p. 36). Nevertheless, the trial court treated WILSON 
SUPPLY and Pro Power as two separate entities for purposes of applying the law (See 
Finding of Fact Numbers 3 and 7). 
Utah Code Ann. § 13-14a-9(3) requires a manufacturer to repurchase a product from 
a retail dealer if the wholesaler discontinues representing a line of product. For the reasons 
stated above and argued in the trial court, this section does not require a manufacturer to 
repurchase inventory from a wholesaler when the wholesaler terminates its agreement with 
the manufacturer. For the reasons stated in Point I, this would render meaningless the 
wording in § 13-14a-1(7). The plain meaning of this section is that a manufacturer must 
repurchase inventory held by all retail dealers who received inventory from a wholesaler that 
discontinued representing a manufacturer's line of product. However, this section does not 
require a manufacturer to repurchase inventory held by the wholesaler who terminates its 
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relationship with the manufacturer. Rather the manufacturer must repurchase equipment held 
by the Retail Dealers that was distributed to them by the wholesaler who later terminates its 
relationship with the manufacturer. 
Circumventing the obvious application of subsection 13-14a-9(3), the court treated 
Pro Power and WILSON SUPPLY as separate entities. The court found that WILSON 
terminated its relationship with FRADAN (See R. 206 and R. 281, p. 84, lines 20-21) and, 
therefore, FRADAN must repurchase the inventory from a separate entity (Pro Power). Of 
course the court should have treated WILSON SUPPLY and Pro Power as one entity, which 
under the statute, as a business entity, is defined as a "Wholesaler" since it is engaged in both 
retail sales and wholesale distributing (§ 13-14a-l(7)(b). However, since the court treated 
Pro Power as a separate retail dealer from WILSON SUPPLY, the court could not factually 
require FRADAN to repurchase an inventory from a retail dealer that was sold to another 
entity. In the alternative, since WILSON held the inventory all this time, and the product was 
not held by the three retail outlets in Utah, Idaho, and Colorado, the retail dealer (Pro Power) 
cannot assert a claim for repurchase. In fact, the record shows WILSON SUPPLY actually 
repurchased at least 8 string trimmers from its Idaho store on February 4, 1998. It further 
stated in affidavit form that WILSON, not Pro Power, retained all of the FRADAN inventory 
(R. 227,19). 
The court raised the question that surely WILSON SUPPLY could not be required to 
repurchase from itself, Pro Power (although WILSON did repurchase from Pro Power in 
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Idaho (Appendix D, Exhibit 1)), giving this as an additional reason why FRADAN must 
purchase the product from Pro Power (R. 281, p. 83, lines 24-25 through 84, lines 1-2). 
FRADAN agrees that the statute does not contemplate a Wholesaler., who also retails, to 
"repurchase from itself." The logical result, however, is that no repurchase occurs at all 
under such circumstances. The fact that Pro Power was sold further solidifies this result. 
WILSON SUPPLY, d.b.a. Pro Power no longer exists as an entity since it was 
purchased by Horizon, Inc. When Pro Power was sold, WILSON lost any claim it might 
have asserted against FRADAN and essentially lost standing before the court. The official 
Plaintiff/Appellee, has no claim to assert because it does not exist as an entity (See Appendix 
D, Exhibit 3). As a matter of law, based upon the undisputed facts, to the extent Appellee 
has standing or even exists as an entity, it stands before this court as a wholesaler, who 
retained inventory received directly from FRADAN. Having sold its retail stores, it cannot 
now assert the right of repurchase that belongs exclusively to retail dealers under § 13-14a-
2(1). Therefore, as a matter of law, this Court should enter judgment in favor of FRADAN 
based upon the fact that WILSON SUPPLY sold its retail businesses and cannot stand in the 
position of a retail dealer under any set of facts. 
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POINT III 
THE TRIAL COURT'S FINDINGS ARE CLEARLY ERRONEOUS, 
NOT SUPPORTED BY SUFFICIENT EVIDENCE, AND THE RESULT OF AN 
ABUSE OF DISCRETION BY THE COURT IN UNFAIRLY PENALIZING 
FRADAN REGARDING AN UNLITIGATED DISCOVERY DISPUTE 
The trial court erred in law when it set an evidentiary hearing to determine whether 
"Wilson Supply is a dealer or a wholesaler pursuant to U.C.A. 13-14A-1, et seq." given the 
admitted facts stated in Points I and II. (See, R. 250). Although the trial court decided this 
case on summary judgment and concluded that WILSON SUPPLY was a retailer dealer as 
a matter of law (R. 264), the court also purported to make several findings of fact. FRADAN 
contends that many of these findings are irrelevant and that, based upon WILSON'S 
admissions and allegations in its complaint that they are a wholesaler and a retailer, the court 
erred in law concluding that a right of repurchase exists. Moreover, it is very unclear from 
the record what the findings and conclusions are since they run together and seemed to be 
a punitive spontaneous reaction to an unlitigated discovery dispute (See Appendix C, R. 281, 
pp. 82-86). Moreover, the court's own minute entry only made the finding that "Pro Power" 
sold as a retailer (Appendix B, R. 252 and Appendix C, R. 281, p. 86, lines 3-8). This was 
an admitted fact from the beginning and does not change the required legal conclusion that 
WILSON SUPPLY is not entitled to have its equipment repurchased by FRADAN. 
Nonetheless, to the extent that the Supreme Court could decide that the ultimate decision in 
this case is based upon factual findings in the record, FRADAN asserts that such findings are 
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"clearly erroneous" and based upon an apparent hostility towards FRADAN that was in turn 
based upon the court's misunderstanding of a discovery dispute. 
This Court may regard a finding as clearly erroneous only if the finding is without 
adequate evidentiary support or induced by an erroneous view of the law. State v. Walker, 
743 P.2d 191,193 (Utah 1987). In this case, the record does not support several key findings 
of fact and such findings were likely induced by a misunderstanding of the law and an abuse 
of discretion in spontaneously meting out a discovery sanction. 
The trial court made several hasty and cryptic findings of fact in ruling from the bench 
which were never reduced to official findings of fact and conclusions of law by the trial 
court. Instead, the final order merely states that the court, "having concluded as a matter of 
law that Wilson Supply, Inc., d.b.a. Pro Power Equipment Co. is a dealer under the statutory 
definition contained in Chapter 14a of Title 13, Utah Code Annotated.9' (R. 264). The final 
order merely refers to findings and conclusions made on the record. The following is an 
attempt to restate the possible findings of fact: 
1. Fradan's product was marketed by Pro Power at retail. 
2. "Fradan has refused to provide in discovery the pricing information to know whether 
they were selling at a wholesale price, which would have been considered a lower 
price than to a retailer price to Wilson Supply, and anticipating that Wilson Supply 
would then distribute to Pro Power." 
3. A non-party, "Cantrell" was the wholesaler for the State of Utah. 
4. Fradan entered into three separate contracts with the retail outlets, Pro Power in 
Idaho, Pro Power in Utah, and Pro Power in Colorado. 
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5. Cantrell continued to sell product in the State of Utah as the manufacturer's 
representative on a wholesale basis. 
6. The relationship between Wilson and Fradan had not "matured" into that of a 
wholesaler with a manufacturer. 
7. "Cantrell remained the wholesaler until it was clarified, and it wasn't made very 
clear." 
8. "I must conclude that they bought as retailers because that discovery [regarding the 
price charged generally to distributors for Fradan product] was not given." 
9. Because of the failure to provide discovery, the relationship that existed was one 
where a retailer dealt directly with the manufacturer. 
10. The wholesaler to Pro Power was Cantrell and/or WILSON SUPPLY. 
11. WILSON, as a wholesaler of FRADAN, discontinued doing business with FRADAN. 
12. The initial business relationship that was created with Pro Power was intended to be 
a manufacturer to a retailer direct, and that is on that basis that they're obligated to 
rebuy. 
13. While WILSON SUPPLY was a wholesaler and wholesaled multiple products, they 
were not wholesalers for purposes of the transaction with FRADAN. 
14. All sales engaged in by "Pro Power" were retail sales. 
Appendix C, R. 281, pp. 82-86. FRADAN asserts that all of these findings are the result of 
an unjust, punitive, and abusive action taking by the trial court based upon an unlitigated 
discovery dispute. 
The discovery issues stem from FRADAN's objection to certain discovery that would 
have required FRADAN to produce marketing plans, price information, and client lists to 
what was then a hostile competitor (WILSON SUPPLY). After attempting three times 
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through supplemental discovery answers to resolve the issue with WILSON's counsel, 
FRADAN filed a motion for a protective order (R. 56) because FRADAN did not want such 
information made public. Per the agreement of the parties' counsel at the summary judgment 
hearing, the motion for a protective order was put on hold, pending the court's decision on 
the parties' cross motions for summary judgment (R. 280, p. 2) because a summary judgment 
ruling would make the issues "moot" and the information was not necessary to decide the 
summary judgment motions (R. 280, p. 2, lines 13-15). 
Unfortunately, the record is confused on this point in that it states the Protective Order 
should be argued which may "moot the other motion." (R. 280, p. 2, line 10-16). However, 
the record shows that the Motion for Protective was not argued or mentioned again by the 
court (R. 280, pp. 1 -16 and R. 281, pp. 1 -86). The parties' counsel prior to the hearing agreed 
that the Protective Order would be moot if the court decided the case by summary judgment, 
and, therefore, it did not need to be argued prior to a ruling from the judge on the cross 
motions for summary judgment. If the Protective Order Motion had been argued, FRADAN 
would have proceeded first since it was FRADAN's motion. WILSON never brought a 
motion to compel discovery. 
In the evidentiary hearing of September 19,2000, WILSON's counsel objected after 
a line of questioning on the fact that FRADAN sold to WILSON at a wholesale price (R. 
211, Tf 4; R. 226, ^ f 3; and R. 281, p. 59, line 16). The court, after cursory argument, abruptly 
sustained WILSON's objection to inquiries regarding the fact that WILSON paid FRADAN 
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a wholesaler's price for the equipment (R. 281, p. 61, line 10). (WILSON SUPPLY never 
denied receiving a wholesaler's price, but merely argued on summary judgment that as a high 
volume retailer they received FRADAN equipment at a wholesale price. See, R. 226, % 3). 
FRADAN then moved on in its questioning at the direction of the court in that it is legally 
irrelevant what price WILSON paid FRADAN because WILSON already admitted they 
wholesaled a portion of the FRADAN equipment and were generally in the business of 
wholesaling lawn and garden equipment. Moreover, price is not expressly a criteria under 
the statute (§ 13- 14a-1(7) in determining whether a dealer should be treated as a wholesaler. 
The crucial question is whether WILSON SUPPLY, as a business entity, is a 
wholesaler. If a dealer is a wholesaler, it has other channels and means to sell the equipment 
at a high volume level rather than piece by piece to consumers. However, the court abused 
its discretion and turned the discovery issue into a punitive sanction against FRADAN by 
making several erroneous findings of fact (See R. 281, p. 82, lines 8-24; p. 84, lines 7-16). 
The court's equally unsupported findings regarding "Cantrell" being the distributor to 
WILSON was also based upon the unlitigated discovery dispute in that WILSON'S counsel 
made the same discovery argument regarding information requested regarding Cantrell (See, 
Appendix C, R. 281, p. 82, line 14; p. 83, lines 1, 5, 19, 23; and p. 84, line 4). 
The court's references to Cantrell being the wholesaler to WILSON SUPPLY are not 
supported by any evidence in the record. The only remote reference is the testimony of Brett 
Wilson who claimed a former employee of FRADAN said that Cantrell was FRADAN's 
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distributor in Utah (R. 281, p. 37, line 23) and that Brett Wilson "assumed" Cantrell sold 
FRADAN product to dealers in Utah (R. 281, p. 38, lines 2-4). Upon such "assumed" and 
scant evidence the court could not find that Cantrell was the exclusive wholesaler in Utah. 
Moreover, the undisputed evidence shows that FRADAN sold directly to WILSON SUPPLY 
(R. 133 through 159, and 167 and Appendix D, Exhibit 8). In fact, Brett Wilson admitted 
the product was shipped from FRADAN in New York to WILSON SUPPLY (R. 281, p. 46, 
lines 23-25). No evidence was submitted that Cantrell was the exclusive wholesaler in Utah 
during the time WILSON purchased from FRADAN. The record shows only that WILSON 
purchased directly from FRADAN, not from Cantrell. Moreover, it is immaterial how many 
wholesalers FRADAN may have had in Utah. The only material question is whether 
WILSON SUPPLY is a wholesaler within the meaning of § 13-14a-l(7)(b). Furthermore, 
WILSON admittedly distributed FRADAN product to its retail stores in Idaho and Colorado 
(Appendix D, Exhibit 1. No evidence suggests that WILSON was not a wholesaler in Idaho 
and Colorado. 
Findings 4 and 12 and any findings that suggest FRADAN dealt directly with the 3 
separate Pro Power retail stores, is based solely upon Plaintiffs Exhibit 2 and the testimony 
by Brett Wilson regarding the "Service Agreement" between FRADAN and the three Pro 
Power stores (R. 281, p. 38, lines 17-20). These "Service Agreement," however, did not 
establish a "retail sales agreement" within the meaning of § 13- 14a-1(5), in that the 
documents are clearly defining the ability of the retail store to "service" FRADAN 
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equipment. Such evidence was far too slim for the court to make the leap of faith that 
FRADAN contracted directly with each separate retail outlet, especially considering the fact 
that all of the FRADAN product was shipped to WILSON SUPPLY (R. 133-159, and 
Exhibits 7 and 8). The address on all of the invoice documents show WILSON SUPPLY, 
not "Pro Power." FRADAN never shipped equipment to the Pro Power stores. Moreover, 
WILSON'S own documents (Exhibit 1) shows that it distributed some FRADAN product to 
its Idaho retail store and to Colorado). Therefore, the court's findings that FRADAN dealt 
only and directly with the three retail stores in Colorado, Idaho, and Utah are clearly 
erroneous, not supported by the evidence before the court, and obviously based upon an 
improper and unjust discovery sanction. 
Although it is impossible to sort out the punitive effect of the surprise discovery 
sanction on the court's findings and conclusions, it is clear that it had a substantial impact 
on the overall decision in the case. Prior to the discovery issue, however, FRADAN became 
concerned that WILSON SUPPLY was trying to improperly elicit a sort of "home-state bias" 
in favor of WILSON (See R. 280, p. 12, lines 5-9; R. 281, p. 4, lines 13-18; p. 9, line 18; p. 
10, line 9; p. 11, lines 11-13; p. 16, lines 4-6; p. 31, line 5; and p. 78, line 22). Although 
everyone would like to think that all district court judges are above being biased by local 
cultural factors, the fact is WILSON'S attorney would not have repeatedly made these 
comments if he were not trying to elicit an unfair bias in favor of his client. 
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Regardless of the motives, the court's findings are confusing, contradictory, and 
clearly erroneous and must be set aside and judgment should be entered for FRADAN. In 
the alternative, the matter should be remanded for a new trial, allowing the discovery dispute 
to be fully and fairly litigated prior to the trial. 
CONCLUSION 
Whether it is good or poor public policy to treat wholesalers and manufacturers 
similarly regarding the duty to repurchase inventory may be debatable. However, such 
debate and public policy formulations are not the proper role for the courts. To avoid such 
policy roles, courts must apply the plain language of statutes. In this case, WILSON 
SUPPLY is a wholesaler as a business entity under Utah Code Ann. § 13-14a-1(7) merely 
because it was both a wholesaler and a retailer. It matters not whether it actually wholesaled 
any of FRADAN's product or whether it competed with other distributors in the State of 
Utah. All that is relevant is that as an entity WILSON SUPPLY was in the business of 
distributing lawn and garden equipment at the wholesale level. The affidavit of Brett Wilson 
(Appendix B, R. 164) alone establishes these material facts and mandates summary judgment 
for FRADAN as a matter of law. 
The fact that WILSON SUPPLY sold all of its retail Pro Power stores, yet retained 
the inventory as a wholesaler, together with the fact that WILSON SUPPLY, d.b.a. Pro 
Power has not existed as a business entity since 1999, gives further support for requiring 
judgment in favor of FRADAN. 
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Finally, it was an abuse of discretion for the court to penalize and sanction FRADAN 
based upon an unlitigated discovery dispute that was not fully and fairly heard by the court. 
All findings of fact are clearly erroneous in that they are expressly based upon the Court's 
decision to spontaneously sanction FRADAN rather than the factual record on summary 
judgment. 
WHEREFORE: This Honorable Court should reverse the district court judgment and 
enter summary judgment for FRADAN and order WILSON SUPPLY to pay all of 
FRADAN's attorney fees and costs in this matter, both on appeal and in the district court, as 
required by Utah Code Ann. § 13-14a-7 (as amended, 1995) and by the decisions of this 
Court. Fradan Manufacturing, Inc. respectfully thanks this Court for considering this appeal. 
REQUEST FOR ORAL ARGUMENT AND PUBLISHED OPINION 
Appellant respectfully requests oral argument and a published opinion in this matter 
to provide future guidance to manufacturers, wholesalers, and dealers doing business in Utah. 
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED t h i s ^ ^ day July, 2001. 
yf^ANKD. MYLAR / 
* Attorney for Defendant/Appellant 
Fradan Manufacturing, Inc. 
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APPENDIX A 
Equipment Repurchase from Retail Dealers 
Utah Code Ann. 13-14a-l, et seq. (as amended, 1995) 
EQUIPMENT REPURCHASE FROM RETAIL DEALERS 13-14a-l 
(e) the fair market value, but not less than the franchisee's depreciated 
acquisition cost of all special tools, equipment, and furnishings acquired 
from the franchisor or sources approved by the franchisor that were 
recommended or required by the franchisor and are in good and usable 
condition; and 
(f) the cost of transporting, handling, packing, and loading motor 
vehicles, supplies, parts, accessories, signs, special tools, equipment, and 
furnishings. 
(2) The franchisor shall pay the franchisee the amounts specified in Sub-
section (1) within 90 days after the tender of the property to the franchisor if 
the franchisee: 
(a) has clear title to the property; and 
(b) is in a position to convey title to the franchisor. 
(3) If repurchased inventory, equipment, or demonstrator vehicles are 
subject to a security interest, the franchisor may make payment jointly to the 
franchisee and to the holder of the security interest. 
History: C. 1953,13-14-307, enacted by L. 
1996, ch. 277, § 19; 1997, ch. 162, § 10. 
Amendment Notes. — The 1997 amend-
ment, effective May 5, 1997, added the excep-
tions in Subsections (lXa), (lXa)(ii), (1Kb), and 
(IXbXii) and added the conditional language 
limiting the franchisor to a pro rata share at 
the end of Subsection (lXd). 
Effective Dates. — Laws 1996, ch. 277 
became effective on April 29,1996, pursuant to 
Utah Const, Art. VI, Sec. 25. 
CHAPTER 14a 
EQUIPMENT REPURCHASE FROM 
RETAIL DEALERS 
Section 
13-14a-l. 
13-14a-2. 
13-14a-3. 
13-14a-4. 
13-14a-5 
Definitions. 
Right of return on termination of 
retailing agreement — Credit 
on return. 
Right of return on death of dealer 
— Continuation of business by 
heirs or survivors — Right to 
sell business. 
Termination of retailing agree-
ment at will. 
Notice or consent required before 
changing terms of retailing 
Section 
13-14a-6. 
13-14a-7. 
13-14a-8. 
13-14a-9. 
agreement — Limitations on 
pledge of personal assets — 
Cancellation of retailing agree-
ment. 
Security interest of wholesaler or 
manufacturer not affected. 
Attorneys' fees and court costs — 
Punitive damages. 
Contractual right of return — 
Election of penalties. 
Continuing obligation of manufac-
turer or wholesaler. 
13-14a-l. Definitions. 
(1) (a) "Dealer" means any person, firm, or corporation engaged in the 
business of selling and retailing farm equipment, implements, utility and 
light industrial equipment, attachments, or repair parts, and includes 
retailers of yard and garden equipment not primarily engaged in the farm 
equipment business, 
(b) "Dealer" does not include: 
(i) a person who is engaged in the business of sales and service of 
heavy industrial or construction equipment; or 
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13-14a-2 COMMERCE AND TRADE 
(ii) a person, firm, or corporation who serves as the dealer for a 
membership group purchasing program. 
(2) "Independent wholesaler" means a person, firm, or corporation who 
stocks inventory for resale to retail dealers and who holds title to that 
inventory. 
(3) "Manufacturer" means any person, firm, or corporation engaged in the 
business of manufacturing and distributing for retail sale farm implements, 
machinery, utility and light industrial equipment, attachments, or repair 
parts, and includes manufacturers of yard and garden equipment not prima-
rily intended for farm use. 
(4) "Parts inventory" means repair parts held for resale and used to service 
farm implements, machinery, attachments, utility and light industrial equip-
ment, and yard and garden equipment. 
(5) "Sales agreement" means a written, verbal, or implied on-going agree-
ment between a dealer and a manufacturer or wholesaler under which the 
dealer agrees to sell at retail those items supplied by the manufacturer or 
wholesaler. "Sales agreement" can include an assignment of an exclusive sales 
area by the manufacturer or wholesaler or the filing of UCC security docu-
ments by the manufacturer or wholesaler. 
(6) "Wholegoods" or "wholegoods inventory" means assembled or complete 
units of farm implements, machinery, utility and light industrial equipment, 
and yard and garden equipment and includes assembled or complete attach-
ments. 
(7) "Wholesaler" as an entity's business or as the context requires may 
mean: ** 
(a) an independent wholesaler engaged in the business of distributing 
for retail sale the items listed in Subsection (4) or (6), that is obligated 
under Section 13-14a-2 to accept new and unsold wholegoods and parts 
from retailers on behalf of the manufacturer, but the obligation of the 
wholesaler may not exceed the obligation of the manufacturer; or 
(b) a dealer, as defined in Subsection (1), who in addition jbo retailing 
distributes equipment at the wholesale level. 
History: C. 1953, 13-14a-l, enacted by L. dependent wholesaler, except where the agent 
1989, ch. 63, § 1; 1995, ch. 317, § 1. or wholesaler holds exclusive national distribu-
Amendment Notes. — The 1995 amend- tion rights for a product/'substituted "(4) or (6)w 
ment, effective May 1, 1995, added Subsections for "(2), (3), or (4)w and "is* for "may be," and 
(l)(b)(ii), (2), and (5), renumbering the other inserted "new and"; in Subsection (7Xb) added 
subsections accordingly; in Subsection (7Xa), the language beginning "who in addition* at the 
substituted "an independent wholesaler" for "a end; and made numerous stylistic changes, 
manufacturer's representative or agent, or in-
13-14a-2. Right of return on termination of retailing 
agreement — Credit on return. 
(1) Upon termination of all sales agreements in which the dealer has agreed 
to offer the products of the manufacturer or wholesaler for retail sale and to 
stock wholegoods and parts inventories as may or may not be required by the 
manufacturer or wholesaler, the retailer is entitled to payment or credit from 
the manufacturer or wholesaler for all new and unsold wholegoods and parts 
inventories held by the dealer on the date the agreement was terminated. 
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(2) (a) Except as otherwise provided in this section, the amount of payment 
or credit due for unsold and undamaged wholegoods is 100% of the original 
invoice price paid by or invoiced to the dealer, plus any freight charges 
paid by or billed to the dealer, less any volume, sales, or special discounts 
on the wholegoods previously paid to the dealer. 
(b) The manufacturer shall bear the freight charges incurred by the 
dealer in shipping any wholegoods inventory to the manufacturer's choice 
of destination. The dealer is responsible for freight charges from the 
dealer's location to the wholesaler on inventory purchased from that 
wholesaler. 
(3) (a) Payment or credit due to the dealer on wholegoods inventory that 
has been in the dealer's inventory for more than 36 months from the date 
of invoice may be adjusted downward from the original invoice price to 
cover demonstration or rental use. The amount of adjustment shall be 
agreed upon by the dealer and the manufacturer or wholesaler, but in no 
case shall the adjustment cause the value of the wholegood to go below the 
wholesale value listed for that equipment in the edition of the trade-in 
guide customarily used by dealers or if the equipment is not listed in the 
trade-in guide, the local retail auction price will prevail at the dealer's 
choice. 
(b) If an agreement cannot be made on adjustment, the adjustment 
shall be submitted to arbitration under procedures approved by both the 
manufacturer and the dealer. The manufacturer shall pay the cost of the 
arbitration. 
(4) (a) The amount of payment or credit due to the dealer for parts 
inventory is 100% of the current wholesale price of the parts listed in the 
manufacturer's or wholesaler's price book. 
(b) The dealer is entitled to reimbursement for any handling or pack-
aging incurred to return the parts inventory to the manufacturer or 
wholesaler in the amount of 5% of the currently listed wholesale price of 
the returned parts. The manufacturer or wholesaler shall bear the freight 
cost to return the inventory to their choice of destination. 
(5) (a) New, unsold parts that are listed and priced in the manufacturer's or 
wholesaler's price book at the time of the termination of the agreement are 
eligible for return. 
(b) Par ts with superseded part numbers are eligible for return at 85% of 
the price listed for the superseding par t number, if they meet the criteria 
of being new and unsold. 
(c) Parts that have been deleted from the price book within the previous 
24 months prior to termination of the sales agreement shall be repur-
chased at 50% of the last published price. 
(d) Parts that are not eligible for return are: 
(i) parts that are normally sold at retail in packages of two or more 
due to precision machining, such as piston rings or connecting rod 
bearing liners, if one of the parts is missing; and 
(ii) any parts that are improperly identified. 
(e) Package quantity between the dealer and the manufacturer or 
wholesaler will not be cause for rejection of a returned part. 
(f) Parts manuals, service manuals, and owners manuals that the 
dealer has purchased and held for resale at retail shall be repurchased at 
current wholesale cost. 
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(6) Upon the payment or credit due to the dealer's account of the amounts 
required by this section, title to the wholegoods, attachments, and parte 
inventories is vested in the manufacturer or wholesaler and the manufacturer 
or wholesaler is entitled to possession of those items. 
(7) All credits due and the final payments to the dealer shall be made within 
60 days of the date of shipment of the inventory back to the manufacturer or 
wholesaler. 
(8) Special tools for repair of the manufacturer's equipment that the dealer 
maintains or tools that the manufacturer requires the dealer to maintain shall 
be repurchased by the manufacturer upon termination of the agreement. The 
repurchase price shall be the fair market value, but may not be less than 25% 
of the replacement cost for a usable tool. 
(9) The manufacturer shall repurchase for fair market value: 
(a) any sign that the dealer has purchased for the exclusive advertise-
ment of the manufacturer's or wholesaler's product; and 
(b) any computer or communication equipment the dealer has pur-
chased for direct interface with the manufacturer or wholesaler. 
(10) In calculating the fair market value of any item the manufacturer or 
wholesaler shall repurchase under Subsection (9), the depreciation of the item 
may not exceed 10% a year for the useful life of the item, but may not go below 
25% of the replacement cost. 
(11) (a) A representative or agent of a manufacturer who does not stock 
inventory for resale or does not hold or anticipate holding title to any 
inventory is exempt from the repurchase obligations of this chapter. 
(b) If a sales agreement is terminated, the manufacturer bears the 
responsibility to repurchase inventory sold by a manufacturer's represen-
tative or agent. 
History: C. 1953, 13-14a-2, enacted by L. tion, making numerous stylistic and substan-
1989, ch. 63, § 2; 1995, ch. 317, § 2. tive changes, including the addition of 
Amendment Notes. — The 1995 amend- Subsections (9) to (11). 
ment, effective May 1, 1995, rewrote this sec-
13-14a-3. Right of return on death of dealer — Continua-
tion of business by heirs or survivors — Right to 
sell business. 
(1) Upon the death of a dealer, the death of a general partner in a 
partnership operating as a dealer, or the death of a majority shareholder in a 
corporation operating as a dealer, the manufacturer or wholesaler shall 
repurchase the inventory under Section 13-14a-2. 
(2) Subsection (1) does not apply if the heirs of the decedent, the remaining 
partners, or the remaining shareholders elect to continue to operate the 
dealership and reaffirm an existing agreement or enter into a new agreement 
with the manufacturer or wholesaler within 180 days or any longer period as 
they may agree. 
(3) A manufacturer may not unreasonably withhold approval of a new sales 
agreement from a third party if: 
(a) the dealer elects to sell the dealer's business to the third party; or 
(b) on the death of a dealer, the death of a general partner in a 
partnership operating as a dealer, or the death of a majority shareholder 
in a corporation operating as a dealer, the heirs of the decedent, the 
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remaining partners, or the remaining shareholders elect to sell the 
business to the third party 
History: C. 1953, 13-14a-3, enacted by L. ment, effective May 1, 1995, added Subsection 
1989, ch. 63, § 3; 1995, ch. 317, § 3. (3). 
Amendment Notes. — The 1995 amend-
13-14a-4. Termination of retailing agreement at will. 
Any retailing agreement between a dealer and a manufacturer or wholesaler 
that is entered into or renewed after May 1, 1989, shall terminate at will, 
notwithstanding any agreement or law to the contrary, upon written notice of 
termination from the dealer. Any right arising from a prior breach of the 
contract survives a termination under this section. 
History: C. 1953, 13-14a-4, enacted by L. 
1989, ch. 63, § 4. 
13-14a-5. Notice or consent required before changing 
terms of retailing agreement — Limitations on 
pledge of personal assets — Cancellation of re-
tailing agreement. 
(1) Each manufacturer, wholesaler, financing subsidiary or division of the 
manufacturer, or any independent lender shall give the dealer prior written 
notice and obtain the dealer's consent before: 
(a) changing either the time or manner of payment; 
(b) making any changes in notes or security; 
(c) adding or releasing guarantors; or 
(d) granting extensions or renewals in payment schedules on any 
contract that is executed by the dealer in behalf of and in the name of any 
third purchaser of goods or services in which the dealer is obligated to 
assume contingent liability for the repurchase of that contract upon 
default by that third party. 
(2) A person who signs a security agreement or guarantee agreement with a 
manufacturer or wholesaler may not be required to pledge or encumber his 
personal assets in a value in excess of the amount of the indebtedness secured. 
(3) If any manufacturer or wholesaler fails to give notice or obtain consent 
under Subsection (1), or fails to comply with Subsection (2), the guarantee or 
security agreement affected is considered cancelled and terminated. 
History: C. 1953, 13-14a-5, enacted by L. 
1989, ch. 63, § 5. 
13-14a-6. Security interest of wholesaler or manufac-
turer not affected. 
This chapter may not be construed to affect in any way any security interest 
that the wholesaler or manufacturer may have in the inventory of the dealer. 
Any repurchase under this chapter is not subject to the provisions of Title 70A, 
Chapter 6. The retailer, manufacturer, or wholesaler may furnish a represen-
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tative to inspect all parts and certify their acceptability when packed for 
shipment. 
History: C. 1953, 13-14a-6, enacted by L. 
1989, ch. 63, § 6. 
13-14a-7. Attorneys5 fees and court costs — Punitive dam-
ages. 
The court, in any action to compel compliance with this chapter, shall award 
costs and reasonable attorneys' fees to the prevailing party. The court may 
award punitive damages. 
History: C. 1953, 13-14a-7, enacted by L. ment, effective May 1, 1995, added the second 
1989, ch. 63, § 7; 1995, ch. 317, § 4. sentence. 
Amendment Notes. — The 1995 amend-
13-14a-8. Contractual right of return — Election of pen-
alties. 
If the agreement between a dealer and a manufacturer or wholesaler confers 
rights and duties covering the return of wholegoods and parts inventories upon 
termination of the agreement, the dealer may elect to proceed under the 
agreement. The dealer is not considered to have made this election to the 
extent that the rights and duties conferred by this chapter exceed those 
conferred by the sales agreement. 
History: C. 1953, 13-14a-8, enacted by L. 
1989, ch. 63, § 8. 
13-14a-9. Continuing obligation of manufacturer or 
wholesaler. 
(1) If a manufacturer or wholesaler is purchased by or merges with another 
company, the purchasing or surviving entity shall bear all of the responsibili-
ties of the original or purchased manufacturer or wholesaler under this 
chapter. 
(2) If a manufacturer sells a product line, the purchasing entity bears the 
responsibility (^repurchase. 
(3) In the case of a wholesaler who discontinues representing a line for any 
reason, the manufacturer of that line bears the responsibility to repurchase. ~ 
History: C. 1953, 13-14a-9, enacted by L. existing paragraph as Subsection (1), deleted 
1989, ch. 63, § 9; 1995, ch. 317, § 5. "or otherwise loses its corporate identity" after 
Amendment Notes. — The 1995 amend- "company" in Subsection (1), and added Subsec-
ment, effective May 1, 1995, designated the tions (2) and (3). 
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SELECT DOCUMENTS FROM TRIAL COURT 
Docket # Docket Description 
183-187: Affidavit of Brett Wilson in Support of Summary Judgment 
250: Notice of Evidentiary Hearing 
252: Court Minutes, Evidentiary Hearing 
263-265: Final Order and Judgment on Summary Judgment 
David L. Bird (0335) 
Gregory J Adams (6159) 
McKAY, BURTON & THURMAN 
600 Gateway Tower East 
10 East South Temple 
Salt Lake City, UT 84133 
Telephone: 801/521-4135 
Facsimile: 801/521-4252 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT FOR SALT LAKE COUNTY 
STATE OF UTAH 
WILSON SUPPLY, INC., d.b.a. PRO 
POWER EQUIPMENT CO. 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
FRADAN MANUFACTURING CORP., 
Defendant. 
Civil No. 980912305 
Judge David Young 
AFFIDAVIT OF BRETT WILSON IN SUPPORT OF 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
STATE OF UTAH ) 
:ss 
COUNTY OF SALT LAKE ) 
I, BRETT WILSON, upon being duly sworn, depose and say: 
1. I am the President of Plaintiff Wilson Supply, Inc., d.b.a Pro Power Equipment 
(HURr^ 
Co. ("Wilson Supply"), and have personal knowledge of all facts asserted herein. 
2. From in or about September, 1996 through in or about November, 1997 Wilson 
Supply received various items of yard and garden equipment, as well as parts inventory ("Fradan 
Inventory") from Fradan Manufacturing Corp. ("Fradan Manufacturing"). 
3. The Fradan Inventory included, though was not limited to, string and brush 
trimmers, backblowers, engine covers, spark plug guards, miscellaneous repair parts and 
hardware. 
4. At all times Wilson Supply dealt with Fradan Manufacturing, Wilson Supply was 
in the business of selling and retailing inventory and equipment of the type and nature of the 
Fradan Inventory. 
5. At all times Wilson Supply dealt with Fradan Manufacturing, Wilson Supply 
engaged in the business of selling and retailing the Fradan Inventory. 
6. W ilson Supply sold and retailed the Fradan Inventory pursuant to agreement of the 
parties that Wilson Supply would sell at retail those items, including the Fradan Inventory, 
supplied by Fradan Manufacturing ("the Agreement"). 
7. In addition to selling and retailing the Fradan Inventory, Wilson Supply also 
distributed a portion of the Fradan Inventory at the wholesale level. 
8. On or about October 23, 1997 I wrote a letter on behalf of Wilson Supply to Jack 
Howard of Fradan Manufacturing notifying Fradan Manufacturing that Wilson Supply was 
terminating its agreement with Fradan Manufacturing to offer Fradan Inventory to Wilson 
2 
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Supply's customers and requested that Fradan Manufacturing retake possession of and repurchase 
the Fradan Inventory held by Wilson Supply at that time. See October 23, 1997 letter from Brett 
Wilson of Wilson Supply to Jack Howard of Fradan Manufacturing, attached hereto as "Exhibit 
A." 
9. The Fradan Inventory held by Wilson Supply as of October, 1997, the date of 
termination of the Agreement, is itemized on the attached "Exhibit A." 
10. Fradan Manufacturing refused my October 23, 1997 request on behalf of Wilson 
Supply that Fradan Manufacturing retake possession of and repurchase any and all outstanding 
Fradan Inventory held by Wilson as of the date of the termination of the Agreement. 
11. On or about February 25,19981 again wrote Fradan Manufacturing reiterating that 
Wilson Supply had terminated its Agreement with Fradan Manufacturing to offer Fradan 
Inventory to Wilson Supply's customers and again requested that Fradan Manufacturing retake 
possession of and repurchase its existing Fradan Inventory with Wilson Supply. 
12. Fradan Manufacturing again refused my February 25, 1998 request that Fradan 
Manufacturing retake possession of and repurchase any and all outstanding Fradan Inventory held 
by Wilson as of the date of the termination of the Agreement and continues to refuse such request. 
13. Wilson Supply is still in possession of the Fradan Inventory itemized on the attached 
"Exhibit A.ff 
14. The original invoice price paid by or invoiced to Wilson of the Fradan Inventory 
& Parts at the time of termination of the agreement between the parties was $37,452.14. See 
3 
00185 
Exhibit A. 
16. The ratal freight charges paid or billed to Wilson Supply for the Fradan Inventory 
& Parts at the tune of termination of the agreement between the parties was $1,559.34, which 
amount, coupled with the original invoice price paid by or invoiced to Wilson of the Fradan 
Inventory & Parts of $37,452.14, totals $39,011.48. 
DATED this 3 / day of January, 
A*. 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this ^ | _ d ay of January. 2000. 
NOTARY PUBLIC 
MARJOR1E HUEY 
6950 South Redwood Rd 
West Jordan, UT 84084 
COMMISSION EXPIRES 
SEPT. 23, 2000 
STATE OF UTAH 
My commission expires: 
NOTARY P 
Residing at: 
J \ r^OOC Jjfrv7\bJb_„Lj-j^J3c<i 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
The undersigned hereby certifies that on the _ \ day of feaaary, 2000 a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing AFFIDAVIT OF BRETT WILSON IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT was mailed, postage prepaid, to the following: 
Frank D. Mylar 
1149 Princeton Avenue 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84105 
James H.K. Bruner 
90 State Street 
Albany, New York 12207 
•\ &\<X(A~ 
nr. i or 
lADfthJ PA-/HTS> i tdHOL&SrOODS. 
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David L. Bird (0335) 
Gregory J. Adams (6159) 
McKAY, BURTON & THURMAN 
Gateway Tower East, Suite 600 
10 East South Temple Street 
Salt Lake City, UT 81133 
Telephone: (801) 521-4135 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT FOR SALT LAKE COUNTY 
STATE OF UTAH 
WILSON SUPPLY, INC, d.b.a. PRO 
POWER EQUIPMENT CO. 
ORDER AND JUDGMENT 
Plaintiff, : 
vs. : 
Civil No. 980912305 
FRADEN MANUFACTURING CORP, 
Judge David Young 
Defendants. 
This matter came before the Court on September 19, 2000 at 8:30 a.m. before the Honorable 
David S. Young. Plaintiff, Wilson Supply, Inc., d.b.a. Pro Power Equipment Co. was represented 
by its counsel, David L. Bird of McKay, Burton & Thurman. Defendant, Fraden Manufacturing 
Corp. was represented by its counsel, Frank D. Mylar. Plaintiff and Defendant had filed Cross 
Motions for Summary Judgment, which Motions were heard by the Court. The Court, on its own 
Motion, scheduled this matter for an evidentiary hearing on September 19, 2000 on the issue of 
Third Judicial D ^ c t 
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«*PWyCterfT 
whether Wilson Supply, Inc., d.b.a. Pro Power Equipment Co. is a dealer under Chapter 14a of Title 
13, Utah Code Annotated. After taking evidence of the parties, including testimony from witnesses 
for both PlaintifFand Defendant, having received and reviewed evidence, having considered argument 
of counsel, having made and entered Findings of Fact on the record and having concluded as a matter 
of law that Wilson Supply, Inc., d.b.a Pro Power Equipment Co. is a dealer under the statutory 
definition contained in Chapter 14a of Title 13, Utah Code Annotated. The Court makes and enters 
the following: 
ORDER AND JUDGMENT 
1. Defendant, Fraden Manufacturing Corp. shall pay Plaintiff, Wilson Supply, Inc., 
for all remaining new and unsold whole goods and parts inventory held by Wilson Supply, Inc., on 
October 23, 1997, the date of termination of the sales agreement between Wilson Supply, Inc. and 
Fraden Manufacturing, at the amount originally invoiced by Fraden Manufacturing up to the amount 
of $39,011.48. To the extent Wilson is unable to return new parts included in the invoice for 
$539.68, Fraden Manufacturing shall be entitled to a credit for the parts not so returned. 
2. Fraden Manufacturing shall bear the freight charges incurred by Wilson Supply, 
Inc. in shipping the whole goods inventory to Fraden Equipment Corps, choice of destination. 
3. Wilson Supply, Inc. is entitled to reimbursement for handling and packaging incurred 
in return of the parts inventory in the amount of 5% of the wholesale price. 
4. Wilson Supply, Inc. is entitled to an award of costs and reasonable attorneys fees as 
2 
the prevailing party in accordance with §13-14a-7 Utah Code Annotated, pursuant to an Affidavit 
of Counsel for Wilson Supply, Inc. Such award of attorneys fees to be augmented by a further award 
of reasonable attorneys fees in obtaining compliance with the terms of this Order. 
DATED this "F/^ flay of {Qz&L*- 2000 
BY THE COURT 
Approved as to form and content 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that on thecP^ <!ay of September, 2000 a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing Order and Judgment was mailed, first class, postage prepaid to the following: 
Frank D. Mylar 
6925 Union Park Center, Suite 600 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84047 
\^/-U.klL 
Z^ 
$JL 
r\ n nn ~ 
APPENDIX C 
District Court's Bench Ruling on Summary Judgment 
Docket No. 281, pp. 82-86 
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they are considered a wholesaler under this statute. As a 
wholesaler, for better or for worse, they are stuck with the 
product that their own retailers didn't sell or that they 
(inaudible) and I submit that to the Court at this point. 
THE COURT: All right, thank you. The Court finds the 
following facts: Number one, that Fradan's product was 
marketed by Pro Power at retail, number two, that Fradan has 
refused to provide in discovery the pricing information to know 
whether they were selling at a wholesale price, which would be 
considered to be a lower price than to a retailer price to 
Wilson Supply, and anticipating that Wilson Supply would then 
distribute to Pro Power. 
That being so, the Court must construe that as the 
evidence would consider appropriate. Cantrell was the 
wholesaler for the State of Utah at the time that this 
relationship was initiated. 
It was Fradan's individual employee, Fitzgerald, who 
put on the documents in Exhibit 2 the notation that the 
wholesale/supplier was Wilson Supply. The Court cannot find 
that the business relationship that was engaged in here was one 
in which Fradan was dealing with an individual wholesaler, i.e. 
Wilson when in fact Fradan entered into three separate 
contracts with each of the retail outlets, Pro Power in Idaho, 
Pro Power in Utah and Pro Power in Colorado. 
The Court further finds that it was acknowledged that 
-83-
1 at or after the time when this agreement was initiated Cantrell 
2 continued to sell product in the State of Utah as the 
3 manufacturer's representative on a wholesale basis. 
4 Mr. DeBartolo testified that there was some conflict 
5 between him and the Cantrell persons who were selling product 
6 in Utah because the relationship, according to Mr. DeBartolo, 
7 was beginning to initiate a Wilson coverage as a wholesaler in 
8 the Utah and Idaho territories. But that relationship was not 
9 matured and was not clearly distinguished factually at or about 
10 the time of the initial agreement between the parties. 
11 Since Fradan put the information in the box on the 
12 agreement as to the wholesale/supplier, the Court must conclude 
13 that was put in there in some way to the advantage, I suppose, 
14 and under this scenario of Fradan. 
15 You've given me an example which is beneficial, Mr. 
16 Mylar, of four business relationships in your exhibit, this 
17 Defendant's Exhibit 4. In the first you say the 
18 manufacturer — this case would be Fradan — the wholesaler, 
19 who in this case would be Cantrell and/or Wilson, if you 
20 dispute that, and the retailer would be Pro Power. 
21 If that's so, under Exhibit 1 from Pro Power, there 
22 would be no right to repurchase, it would have to be the — 
23 well, it would have to be Cantrell who would have to 
24 repurchase, or it would have to be Wilson who would have to 
25 repurchase from these three manufacturers. It doesn't make 
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1 sense to require Wilson to repurchase from its own entity, 
2 which is Pro Power. 
3 I understand the theory behind that, but it is either 
4 going to have to be Cantrell's purchase in that case because 
5 Cantrell remained the wholesaler until it was clarified, and it 
6 wasn't made very clear. 
7 In the second example you've given the example where 
8 Wilson and Pro Power are both a retailer and a wholesaler, and 
9 in this case factually, since you haven't given any information 
10 as to the price, I can't conclude that they bought as 
11 I wholesaler, so I must conclude that they bought as retailers 
because that discovery was not given. 
In the third example, the manufacturer deals directly 
with the retailer, then the manufacturer has an obligation to 
repurchase. That's the nature of the relationship that seems 
to be that which was created. 
In the fourth example, if you even take the fourth 
example and use it as the wholesaler that basically does no 
retail business, but the wholesaler discontinues doing 
business, in that case the manufacturer must buy back. Here 
we've got Wilson writing back and discontinuing doing business. 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
It seems to me that the strategy behind this 
legislation was to not leave variable entities subject to 
inventory that they could not sell that a manufacturer could 
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1 reasonably take back and market through other sources. 
2 So the Court finds that the initial business 
3 relationship that was created with Pro Power was intended to be 
4 a manufacturer to a retailer direct, and that is on that basis 
5 that they're obligated to rebuy. 
6 In the second, if I were to find in the alternative, 
7 that Wilson — that they really didn't deal with Wilson Supply, 
8 they set up their three contracts independently with Fradan 
9 Manufacturing and Pro Power outlets in Idaho, Utah and 
10 Colorado. 
11 The second business relationship in your figure 2 
12 where they are both the same, I don't find that while Wilson 
13 Supply was in fact a wholesaler, that one — there's no reason 
14 one cannot be a wholesaler of multiple products and a retailer 
15 of individual products. 
16 So that being so, even though Wilson Supply was in the 
17 phone book or — they don't know, it was put in at a certain 
18 time, even if I found against Wilson that indeed they were, I 
19 don't find that the transaction with Fradan that they were 
20 because that was the — that was a different transaction. 
21 So really, the figure that applies best to this 
22 relationship is the manufacturer dealt directly with the retail 
23 outlet and thus must be obligated to repurchase their product. 
24 The second alternative factually would probably be 
25 more in Exhibit 4 where the wholesaler determines not to do any 
-86-
1 more retail work, and in that case the manufacturer must buy 
2 back from the ultimate retailer. 
3 All of the sales — I would add another factor that 
4 all of the sales that were engaged in by Pro Power Equipment 
5 were retail final sales to ultimate users, and that gives me 
6 even more factual basis upon which to conclude that the 
7 business relationship here was one of a retailer as engaged in 
8 by Pro Power. 
9 On that basis, Mr. Bird, your position is found to be 
10 by me meritorious. You may prepare a judgment consistent. 
11 Fradan is obligated to buy back the inventory that is in the 
12 category consistent with the return. 
13 MR. BIRD: Your Honor, I'll prepare an order in that 
14 regard. I request an opportunity to provide to the Court under 
15 the statute, the statute requires that the prevailing party 
16 (inaudible) the statute says the Court shall award the 
17 I prevailing party attorney's fees. I'd like to prepare an 
18 I affidavit in that regard and submit it to the Court and 
19 counsel. 
20 I THE COURT: You may. 
21 | MR. BIRD: Thank you, your Honor. 
22 I THE COURT: Thank you. The Court is in recess. 
23 | (Hearing concluded) 
APPENDIX D 
SELECT PORTIONS OF HEARING EXHIBITS 
Plaintiffs Exhibit 1: Wilson Invoices of Fradan Product. 
Plaintiffs Exhibit 2: Fradan Service Dealer Agreements 
Plaintiffs Exhibit 3: Evidence that Pro Power is out of Business as Wilson 
Supply, d.b.a. Pro Power. 
Defendant's Exhibit 4: Diagrams of U.C.A. §§ 13-14a-l(7)(b), -2, and -9(3). 
Defendant's Exhibit 5: Yellow Pages showing Wilson as a Wholesaler. 
Defendant's Exhibit 8: Initial Written Correspondence from Wilson Supply 
to Fradan. 
Fradan Invoices 
Date 
03/11/97 
03/12/97 
03/17/97 
03/18/97 
03/19/97 
03/25/97 
03/26/97 
03/27/97 
03/31/97 
04/02/97 
04/10/97 
04/11/97 
04/21/97 
05/06/97 
05/12/97 
05/20/97 
05/21/97 
05/22/97 
05/23/97 
07/07/97 
07/07/97 
08/18/97 
08/26/97 
08/28/97 
09/05/97 
09/29/97 
10/03/97 
10/03/97 
10/13/97 
02/04/98 
02/20/98 
05/14/98 
05/28/98 
10/30/98 
Location 
PFRA 
PFRA 
PFRA 
PFRA 
BFRA 
PFRA 
PFRA 
BFRA 
PFRA 
CFRA 
PFRA 
BFRA 
PFRA 
PFRA 
PFRA 
PFRA 
PFRA 
BFRA 
PFRA 
PFRA 
CFRA 
PFRA 
PFRA 
PFRA 
PFRA 
BFRA 
PFRA 
PFRA 
PFRA 
PFRA 
PFRA 
PFRA 
PFRA 
PFRA 
i Cust# 
050501 
0976 
0749 
050501 
2378 
0878 
1717 
233015 
050501 
0COD02 
050501 
2263 
1717 
0866 
0735 
0572 
8200 
233015 
0COD 
1571 
7175 
1717 
0976 
0825 
0DIS15 
1570 
1570 
1570 
0825 
1570 
0735 
0501 
0977 
0977 
* Cant find original invoice. 
Customer Name 
Triple A Landscaping 
T & T Landscaping 
Justin Mattinson 
Rex Weatherwax 
Wilcox Landscaping 
Charlton Lawn 
South Paw Landscape 
Tates Rent 
Rob Thomas 
Invoice # SE30 
552596 
552633 
552808 
P06446 
000282 
553121 
553100 
000463 
553433 
Colorado Landscape Solutio P06548 1 
Jeff Iverson 554024 
Perma Green 
South Paw Landscape 
Diamond Tree Experts 
Hilltop Landscaping 
Peppermill/Rainbow Casino 
Granite School District 
Tates Rents, Inc. 
000756 
554615 
555546 
555997 
556563 
556550 
001581 
Richard Higley 556871 
J P Realty 559891 
Douglas County Govemmen P07494 
South Paw Landscape 562724 
T & T Landscaping 563264 
Wilderness Landscaping 563435 
Power Trim 563826 
Pro Power of Idaho Falls 
Pro Power of Idaho Falls 
Pro Power of Idaho Falls 
Wilderness Landscaping 
Pro Power of Idaho Falls 
Hilltop Landscaping 
Transit Instruments 
Triple A Landscape 
Triple A Landscape 
565332 
565333 
565334 
565944 
553433 
569035 
571874 
572404 
577843 
ST30 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
-2 
2 
1 
4 
-4 
-1 
BBS 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
5 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
4 
-1 
-4 
1 
1 
1 
TOTAL 11 21 
:;Nf 
•
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: P a r t * 
r LOO,"'.: NO; 
li^sc r i n t ^ o n 
rRf* D P DLO'^-::" 
> n::. p 
.. .; m 
• \ - » - . » . ; ; • 
/ 
SALES DRAFT 
PRO POWER E8UIPHENT CO. 
HURRAY, UT. 84123 
V 1/97 68831411 
X LINT NUHBER EXP 
18' 387368589
 A 1299 
Gf )TURE X 
02:28:23P 
TOTAL 
8 581372 TRAH TYPE PADC AUTH8 8178B3 
e v i c s c h a r g e o f .1. • 5 % p e r in o n t h 
I be cha rged on a l l p a s t due i n v o i c e s . 
E No c l a i m s or a d j u s t m e n t s made a f t e r 
f i v e days from d a t e of d e l i v e r y and 
n e v e r w i thout t h i s i n v o i c e . 
* * $ ' • 
S a l e s Tax 
T o t a l vs 
(6*230%) 
t 
451 
>< y 
03 CG'.T'-i S'>c :. ::: 
•Ulf TjLr -..It,.- " I ' " it'i,« H H | l ' " " ' "'!" i>""'' I I -
.* ' ::#:: :*: 
^1H(7S331 
SALES DRAFT 
PRO POWER EQUIPHENT CO. 
HURRAY* UT. 84123 
1/1 /9? :68831411 83:32:38P 
CO HT KUHBER 
B4 87352534 
EXP TOTAL 
1299 $1847.32 
5H TURE X . _ , 
/ S H E L L I E HflTTINSOH 
/ 
31385 TRAN TYPE PADC AUTHH 817609 
• i c e c h a r g e a •' l>-3% oer iiiGn'v.ri 
.'(•• c h a r g e d on 0.11 pa'.-.•• t d u e :, n vi :,. c &•» • 
J N o <: i a.!. in;;: a r a d, j u s t m s n t::; *TI .:, <:! e a ," •:;..& r 
f :i. v e d a y s i"' r o m d a t e o • d & 1 :i v •£• r > a n d 
ri e v e r w :i t h ou. t t h x s i n v o :i. c e < 
... <•" 
PQS a t a. 
N SUPPLY, I N C . 
SOl/TH See WEST 
Y«f UTAH 84123 
2 6 6 - 3 2 8 8 
KEY 
CUSTt DATE TYPE 
esesei e3/ie/97 
S O L D T O 
PRO POWER EQUIPMENT COMPANY 
4197 SOUTH 506 WEST 
SALT LAKE CITY. UT 84123 
9 ST30 
0 E200-4 
PFRA TRIMMER 
PPOW EDGER 
S H I P T O 
REX WEATHERWAX 
FARMINGTON UT 
iNvoicr 
P06446 
Req# 
.18 P06446 
ks 
B/O Parti 
Terms 
COD 
Description 
Shipvia 
WILL CALL 
CC- UM Retail 
FOB 
Oriain 
Net 
Page 
1 of 
Sim C] 
P»l 1C 
Extend? 
EA 299.99 269.00* 269.€ 
EA 399.00 349.00* 349.( 
r </ice charge of 1 . 5* per month 
be charged on all past due invoices. 
* No claims or adjustments made after 
five days from date of delivery and 
never without this invoice. 
Sub-Total 
Sales Tax 
618-1 
38. 
41 ( 3) 15:02 
Total 656. 
I SUPPLY. INC. 
HINDEN BLVD. 
1 CITY, ID 83714 
376-4449 
STD 2378 ©3/19/97 
| S O L D T O 
| WILCOX LANDSCAPE HAINT. 
| 10673 PALM DRIVE 
I 
| BOISE. ID 83713 
S H I P T O 
WILCOX LANDSCAPE MAINT. 
10673 PALM DRIVE 
BOISE ID 83713 
Req« 
.19 000282 
<s 
B/0 P_a_rt# 
Terms 
NET 10 EOM 
Description 
Shipvia 
WILL CALL 
CC- UM Retail 
FOB 
Oriqin 
Net 
Paqe 
1 of 
Sim CI 
P02 10 
Extende 
0 BB50 BFRA BP BLOWER EA 449.99 449.95* 449.9 
vice charge of 1.S% per month 
be charged on all past due invoices. 
*(o claims or adjustments made after 
five days from date of delivery and 
;|tv«r Without thijB invoice. 
Sub-Total 
Sales Tax 
449. 
22.? 
* * : "*: X. IN! V C X C E >tt: ::ii;-;; •# 
J !•.! 
. .•>v..u .• i... . '. 
' • - ! . ! «"•• :'\ r. 
cue;7' * 
f-J I f :H-' ;*v 
D# 
# ;v; •: 
:-u L ^ I * : K ' 
ir>« r v i c e <::harge of 1*5% p e r month 
i I b e c h a r g e cl o n a 11 p a s t d a e i n v o i c & s • 
ffTl J No c l a i m s o r a d j u s t m e n t s made a f t e r 
f i ve day% f rom c la t e o (v d e I :i. v e r y and 
n e Ver w i t h o u t t b i s i n v o i c e • 
S u b - T a t a : 
S a l e s Taj 
70-
( 6 , 2 3 0 % ) 
•... '.. f'V - • V 
ft* 
" M'"' 
NEW 
*rjfc'iie 1" iN V O-3C C E 
1717 
DftTC 
03/25/97 
' ">f*?I l 7 ' • ' *"« A i i i A ,•- i V'I r* »"•• .'v '*i r~ *v, / ••.: '•- <**••' 
QCDCN UI' C-44C-4 
2fl« *SK 3#r. 
COD 
o h j . ft V *.i. u. 
' . V i L L LtV... 
. X '"r'/iilM IV 
SALES DRAFT 
•0 POUER EQUIPHEHT CO. 
SALES ORflFT 
RQ POUER EQUIPHEHT CO. 
HURRAY, UT. 84123 
/2&, )7 6BB3W11 82:26:89P 
COUt f HUH8ER 
3 W 7338126 
GHfl URE X — — 
EXP TOTAL 
1299 11289.35 
H447 TRAN TYPE PDC AUTHB 818499 
9" xl Is 
0/"9^ 
birth }\4 Sub--Total 
O r/ 
H ^ T X ^ ' r V , • •;, - , | t t loa Ta^ -. .;. <6,#30&> 
I SUPPLY, INC. 
(HINDEN BLVD. 
I CITY, ID 83714 
376-4449 
S O L D T O 
TATES RENTS INC 
2923 W IDAHO STREET 
BOISE, ID 83702 
NEW 
CUST# 
233015 
DATE TYPE 
03/27/97 
S H I P T O 
TATES RENTS TNC 
401 E FIRST 
MERIDIAN ID 83642 
INVOICE? 
000463 
REQ# 
5 27 000463 
?» S 
_ B/O PARTi 
TERMS 
NET 10 EOM 
DESCRIPTION 
SHIPVIA 
WILL CALL 
CC- UM RETAIL 
FOB 
ORIGIN 
NET 
PAGE 
1 OF ' 
SLM CLI 
P02 10' 
EXTENDEI 
0 ST30 BFRA TRIMMER EA 299.99 239.96* 239.9( 
f t V I C E C H A R G E O F 1 • 5 X P E R M O N T H 
B C H A R G E D O H A L L P A S T D U E I N V O I C E S . 
I K O C L A I M S O R A D J U S T M E N T S M A D E A F T E R 
I V E D A Y S F R O M D A T E O F D E L I V E R Y A N D 
4 E V E R W I T H O U T T H I S I N V O I C F . 
SUB-TOTAL 239. < 
WK 7^>4*M&3w&»» 
TOTAL 239 J 
:*.: .I*:' W :-*:• • * ; • :-!!•:• 
S'iT'PLV 
i-vji,; S v O h. 
; »-i .•-. . •• •-_• 
:\ a r»'i** of 1 *5% per month 
>e charged on all past due invoices* 
N > c 1 a i w s o r a d J u «r> t m e n t s rt\ a cl e a f t e r 
•f.ve davs from date of delivery and 
n ver without this invoice-* 
Sub--Total 
Tax <6*230%*> 
08 
EON SUPPLY,^ 
; S8UTH 50O*HtefeT 
FAY, UTAH 84123 
) 266-3288 
O O L l j
 T 0 
PRO power: CQUIF^ENT COMPANY 
4107 SOUTH 500 UjcST 
GALT LAKE CITY,
 U T 0 4123 
fcUSt • * DATE TYPE 
KEY 050501 0 4 / 1 0 / 9 7 
S H I P ' TO 
JEFF IvERSON 
10-085 
m rKs 
U ,B/Q Port* 
Req# 
0 BB50 
Terms 
COD 
Description 
PFRA BP BLOWER 
eg 
UT 
Shipv io 
WILL CALL 
55^024 
FOB 
O r i g i n 
1
 'inf-
CC- UM R e t a i l 
1U*S%H°|, EA 
449 ,99 
Net,, EtsfrfepJ 
360,00* ><S0< 
SALES DRAFT 
PRO POWER E8UIPHENT CO. 
HURRAY, UT. 84123 
84. '8/97 60831411 89:38-28A 
flK WHT NUH8ER EXP TOTAL 
475 181127833483 0398 $382.43 
SIG ATURE 
m 301538 TRflH TYPE PftOC AUTHfl 8 1 0 ^ 1 6 
charge of l . l fy
 p e r m o n t h 
rrfled a n - a l l |b a «t 'due i n v o i c e * * 
hims o r a d j u % t m e n t t - , j , q d e a f t e r 
dqys from dn^e of d e l i v e r y and 
W i t h o u t t h i % i n v o i c e * 
Sub-Total 
Sales. $ A * < < 4 , 2230^1 
LSOI SUPPLY, INC. 
90 I HINDEN BLVD. 
RDCI CITY, ID 83714 
00) 376-4449 
G O L D T O 
PERMA GREEN LAWN CO 
P 0 BOX 6946 
BOISE, Hi G3"'07 
CUST # DATE TYPE INVOIC 
STB 2263 04/11/97 000754 
C tl I T T G 
PERMA GREEN LAWN CO 
1447 TYRCLL LANE 
B0T3E ID 0370^ 
Req# 
»4 o NLT 10 COM 
[hxrl % 
.JL... 
1 
3 
3 
2 
4 
1 
3 
D/O 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
P a r t j t 
G i :<> 
3204 71H 
3 2 0 9 6 2 4 
~y **£ •* / **-• **) *"* 
4 3 ^ 3 3 1 1 0 2 0 0 
OIL 220 
T H r - 2 5 1 0 
VP30A 
Description 
BFRA TRIMMER 
HI ION HOLDER. R. 
BHON I tOL PER , L • 
BHON EABRJC, OR 
BTAN BLADE J" DOE 
BTAN OIL 
DTAN TRIMMER 
UVER TRIMMER 
Ch j p v j a 
WILL 
EC- UM 
LA 
EA 
PA 
EA 
LA 
CS 
EA 
LA 
CAI i. 
R e t a i J 
2 9 9 . 9 9 
9.f<4 
r
' * f N 
4 0 . 9 4 
4.'<J7 
4 . U9 
2 ? 9 . 9 9 
2 9 . 9 ^ 
FOB 
Or.j ti i n 
N e t 
2 9 9 . 9 9 * 
9 , 7 6 * 
9 . 7 6 * 
3 4 . 8 0 * 
4 . 1 4 * 
4 . 1 6 * 
2 9 9 . 9 9 * 
2 5 . 6 4 * 
F-ugr 
1 o iv. 
GJoi C 
P02 1_ 
Eic t f ; f'> 
2 9 9 . 
2 9 . : 
2 9 . : 
1 0 4 . ' 
91.C 
9 9 , C 
2 9 9 . 5 
7 6 . 9 
>r ice charge of 1*5% per month 
e charged on aJ 1 past due invoices* 
°t No claims or adjustments made after 
five days Trom date oP delivery and 
never without this invoice* 
Sub-Total 
Sales Tax (5*000%) 
1030.71 
51 *S' 
5 POS Total i08&«2? 
SUPPLY, INC. 
IINDEN BLVD. 
CITY, ID 83714 
.76-4449 
STD 
CUSTt DATE TYPE 
2263 84/10/97 
INVOICEf 
000661 
S O L D T O 
PERMA GREEN LAWN CO 
P 0 BOX 6946 
BOISE, ID 83707 
I 
S H I P T O 
PERMA GREEN tAWN CO 
1447 TYRELL LANE 
BOISE ID 83706 
Req# Terms 
NET 10 EOM 
Shipvia 
UILL CALL 
FOB 
Origin 
Paqe 
X_ of 1 
> 
i/O P a r t * D e s c r i p t i o n CC- UM R e t a i l N e t 
Sim Cits 
P02 10/] 
i 
Extende< 
0 4572392 BHON CAP, FUEL EA 10.00 8*50* 8.5« 
ice charge of 1.s% per m o n t h 
• charged on all past due i n v o i c e s . 
4a claims or a d j u s t m e n t s m a d e after 
:ive days from date of delivery and 
lever w i t h o u t this i n v o i c e . 
Sub-Total 
Sales Tax 
8.! 
0*< 
Total 8,1 
( 67) 16:0$ 
LSfl J.8UPPLY, INC* 
03 >OUfH 500 Wi.'01 
RRA'» UTAH 84123 
01) 266-3288 
! S O L D T O 
SOUTH PAW LANDSCAPE MANAGEMENT 
1 P 0 BOX 215 
: FARMINGTON, UT 84025 
CUST * HATE TYPE INUOIC 
NEW 1717 04/21/97 554614 
• - 3 H I P T 0 — 
SOUTH PAW LANDSCAPE MANAGEMENT 
3158 N PLAIN CITY RD 
00DEN UT 84404 
Req# 
LIS ^ 
iar ;s 
Terms 
COD 
Shipvia 
WILL CALL 
FOP 
Or iq in... 
Page 
1 of 
Sim C] 
W01 2; 
j B/0 Part* Description CC-UM Retail Net Extendi-
341 •*; 1 0 BD50 PFRA DP BLOWER EA 449*99 341*96* 
££e^<x>?L/ djrfZb 
SALES DRAFT 
PRO POWER EQUIPMENT CO. 
HURRAY, UT. 84123 
m '97 60831411 
COL T NUHBER 
348 7330126 
INA LIRE X. 
8 l :85:39P 
TOTAL 
$374.98 
IG UORSLEY 
0i 1681 TRAN TYPE PAOC AUTH8 011188 
r ice rhorge of 1*5% per month 
I e charged on a l l pas t due invoices* 
• No cla ims or- uHjustnieirtft made a f t e r 
f i v e days from date of d e l i v e r y and 
never without t h i s invoice* 
Sub-Total 
Sales Tax (6*230%) 
341 *9<? 
21*30 
% l*DS Total 363*26 
IN S U P P n S I N C . 
C 1UTH 500 WEST 
iY , UTAH 0 4 1 2 3 
2 6 6 - 3 2 8 0 
• -~ s o L :D T o •--
DIAMOND TREE EXPERTS INC 
14104 GO 1050 WEST 
3GE ygs. a n t _ IL r « * %H*' 1 - * -«.. •>••<• «•-
CUST # DATE TYPE 
0866 05/05/97 
DIAMOND TREE EXPERTS INC 
14104 GO 10CO WEC"'' 
INVOICE 
555546 
A..* L '..>}" J" U ) • «... L •» L? i O *•» U w ».i i i ; . t« . \J i *• A.'«S'"i »...i~ u-
,%
. ••* .. •">"7 o 
D ON P07261 
TG? r ms <P1010) 
NET 10 EOn 
S h : 
WII 
i. p v i a 
..!.. CA1..L 5--
FOB 
2 0 r i o " 
: 
'••.:.-
• "; ' i 
.. Hi C 1 f 
0:i 2:'." 
ri/O P a r t * ft e sc r i p t i o n CC UM Rpt.a: i .-A H f i r i i^r 
0 SW36-13KA 
0 GG250 
0 JA201--3 
0 r; V .5 0 
PGCA 3 6 H 1 2 * 5 KA-NLA/Obs 
NOT;:::: SN 07541169 
PLAW GOBBLER 
!':'L^ W JACQBSON 
PfTsft T P l n ^ T R 
NOTE::: GN 0000263:; : 
- • A 
2025 * 00 
' • O v 
•t . . r\ <"> /\ 
1 2 , 0< 
iic;$ f h a r g e 0 / 1 #S?i per mrarith ,: / ' " e ^ ^ r ^ e j d on d i 1 pa$V due injyojLces^'! ':J- Y$&!:"~ :• "° •.*••' 146&! 
%%rm>w t&i**zr *"% %• 
UftRA '» UTAII 04 3 2% 
00J) 26/,-3200 
'J D t Li T O 
HILLTOP LANDSCAPING INC 
1009 Wl GT 2000 NORTH 
PP.f)Vd, UT ( H o 0 4 
«<* *«W 
& f H BA^k TYKE 
35 0^/12/97 
. . • - - - - - c ii i r T u 
HILLTOP LANWXAPING CMC 
3 00? WUST 2000 NDPII' 
PPOVO Wf 04604 
1NV0I 
J* 
>o'< 
•mur 
AH. 
*•> 
A . 
i 
r.r.i|4 
54 
t> 
P / n P a t I *• 
0 PP4l~\; 
o r r_'o \ 
~" 
Trrms 
ron 
ripc( i i | ' i i on 
pr-nu HLOWIZR 
PI 1 i i TRJrfMEP 
^ (DO 
MMB 
otfcol__ 
S h x p v x a 
.WT.I L...LALJ 
CP UM Rf»io i J 
LA 1 5 9 . ' " 9 
FA l , " - \ « ' 5 
' M ' 
0 n o •> > i 
' . 'pi 
ir:r .oo* 
T'"7" < " M 
.( 
1 
C l n . 1 
1
 i'U 
' ,
 A
 pnf 
5 6 < f ^ ^ 
X 
59M4S1 
chargp'or i.5% p«»r month 
9jj8P*d or^  a l l pa&t due xnvoices* 
SM^f^jft^ arl,ju«tm^fi}t4 W e a f t a r ' , 
Quip-"fatal 
KGi^JV'/.) 
53 7,C 
33*4 
*/ 
SUP>tY, INti 
)UTH 500 WEST 
, UTAH 84123 
'66-3288 
NEW 
tmr% 
0S72 
DATE TYPE 
05/20/97 
INVOICE! 
556563 
S O L D T O 
PEPPERNILL/RAINBOW CASINO 
ATTN: MARGIE A/P 
P 0 BOX 2000 
WENDOVER, NV 89883 
S H I P T O — 
PEPPERMILL/RAINBOW CASINO 
1045 WENDOVER BLVD. 
WENDOVER NV 89883 
h s 
B/O Part# 
Req« Terms 
NET 10 EOM 
PO# WILL CALL 
Description 
Shipvia 
* WILL CALL 
ONLYI 
CC- UM Retail 
FOB 
Oriqin 
Net 
Paqe 
1 of 1 
Sim CU 
P01 27C 
1 
Extendec 0 BB50 
0 TBC-250 
PFRA BP BLOWER 
PTAN TRIMMER 
EA 449.95 399.00* 399.0C 
EA 429.99 360.00* 360.0t 
$r Ice charge of 1.&% p*r month 
b^fct e charged on all past: due invoices. 
No claims or adjustments made after 
five days from date of delivery and 
hever without this invoice. 
Sub-Tota l 759 , 
f \ 
iNkal 
L!ON SUPPLY, INC. 
9< CHINDEN BLVD. 
,RI EN CITY, ID 83714 
01 ) 376-4449 
S O L D T O 
TATES RENTS INC 
2923 W IDAHO STREET 
BOISE, ID 83702 
NEW 
l« 
11 81 
•m i r k s 
Reqft Terms 
NET 10 EOM 
CUST# DATE TYPE 
233015 05/21/97 
S H I P T O 
TATES RENTS INC 
401 E FIRST 
MERIDIAN ID 83642 
Shipvia 
WILL CALL 
FOB 
Oriqin 
INVOI 
001S8 
Paq 
1 o 
Sim 
li . B/O Partt 
0 ST30 
0 HRC215K1SXA 
Description 
BFRA TRIMMER 
BHON LAWNMOWER 
CC- UM Retail 
P02 
Net Exten 
EA 299.99 239.96* 239 
EA 799.00 675.00* 675 
•srvice charge of l.s% per month 
Ji be charged on all past due invoices. 
list No claims or adjustments made after 
five days from date of delivery and 
nmv»r without this invoice. 
Sub-Total 914 
Total m 
SC* SUPPLY, INC. 
3 SOUTH 500 WEST 
R* V, UTAH 84123 
1) 266-3288 
5TD 
S O L D T O — 
GRANITE SCHOOL DISTRICT 
340 EAST 3545 SOUTH 
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84115 
u3 9 
na ks 
Req# Terms 
NET 10 EOM 
CUSTt 
8200 
DATE 
05/21/97 
TYPE 
S H I P T O — 
GRANITE SCHOOL DISTRICT 
METAL SHOP 53849 
380 WEST GREGERSON 
SALT LAKE CITY UT 84115 
Shipvia 
WILL CALL 
FOS 
Origin 
INVOIC 
556550 
Paq« 
1 o1 
Sim ( 
PO 650194 96- CHOOL YEAR P01 
SJB. 
5 
B/O Part? Oescription CC- UN Retail Net Extern 
0 BB50 PFRA BP BLOWER 
NOTE: BID 
EA 449.95 359.96* 1799 
ASS 
se -vice charge of 'i'.6fc per month 
Lll be charged on all past due invoices. 
JTEi No claims or adjustments made after 
five days from date of delivery and 
never without this itjvoioe. 
Sub-Total 179! 
NVM6 f ,79). IB 114 
Ttftol 179 
9W 
1* 264-3288 
I — S O L D T O r r-"i"-1 
J C 0 D 
f 
O L   U 1 i 
f UT 
^ 
iTfiTl S H I P T O 
UT 
52: -23 4 
ar* s 
Req* Terms 
COD 
Shipvia 
WILL CALL 
FOB 
Origin 
Page 
1 of 
Sim CI 
000 14 
p B/0 Part* 
1 0 ST30 
1 0 008474 
Description CC- UM R e t a i l Net E?;ten<lt* 
PFRA TRIMMER 
PEXC BELT CLUTC 
EA 299,95 279*99* 279*9 
EA 21.80 21,80 21.8 
«• ^  i» K 
«jb» Of i»«^|L>jfe ^'flub-Total 
^4^1^. i** 
te*! 
<4.2&K?&lttii 
oi SU&KY. INC./PRO POWER EQUIPMENT 
OUTH S*» WE$T STO 
A ', UTAH 84123 
) 266-3288 
S O L D T O — 
JP REALTY INC 
35 CENTURY PARK-WAY 
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84115 
I 
CUSTt 
1S71 
DATE TYPE 
07/67/97 
S H I P T O — 
JP REALTY INC 
35 CENTURY PARK WAY 
SALT LAKE CITY UT 84115 
INVOICE! 
559891 
'0 J-163 
ir <s 
Reqt Terms 
NET 10 HOW 
MUST PO I! CALL 
Shipvia 
WILL CALL 
FOR OK i i 
FOB 
Origin 
Paqe 
1 of 
Sim C 
P01 2' 
y B/0 Partt 
L 0 BB50 
Description 
PFRA BP BLOWER 
CC- UN 
EA 
Retail Net Extendi 
449.95 429.00* 429.i 
Ml ****** c n * r 9 * of 1.6% per month 
>n ** charged on all past due invoices. 
|f ^ *£ft^0*aims or adjustments made after 
hmM*^f***n from date of delivery and 
mMP*r w i t h o u t this i n v o i c e . 
Sub-Total 
Sales Tax 
429-
Total 
JILSCH SUPPtfff'INC;*int)POUU EQUIPMENT 
1976 lONAtti St; . K #F i'.-i! 
'.ONMf RCE CITY, CO 88622 
363) 227-6748 
gTfP*iV' 
faSBKfV! OATE > 1TYPE 
S O L D T O 1 
DOUGLAS COUNTY GOVERNMENT A/P 
161 THIRD STREET 
CASTLE ROCK, CO 86164 
S H I P T O 
DOUGLAS COUNTY GOVENMENT 
PARKS DEPT. 
9651 SO QUEBEC ST. 
HIGHLANDS RANCH CO 86126 
INVO 
JP*74 
0# Req# 
165' 3 P67494 
emaiks 
hip B/O Part» 
Terms 
NET 16 EON 
Description 
Shipvia 
WILL CALL 
CC- UN Retail 
FOB 
Oriain 
Net 
Pa< 
1 < 
Sim 
P63 
Extei 
6 ST36 CFRA TRIMMER EA 299.99 246.66* 48< 
.1 b* ch-rs* yi»««w 
SNfcJieJlc C R E D I T : # : # : * 
SUPPLY, INC,/PRO POWER EQUIPMENT 
UTH 500 WEST NEW 
UTAH 8 4 1 2 3 
66-3288 
S O L D T O 
T 8 T LANDSCAPING 
4146 SOUTH 5875 WLST 
WILT Vri Y, UT 843 28 
CUST # 
0976 
DATE TYPE 
08/26/97 RETURN 
INVOICE 
S H I P T O 
T X T LANDSCAPING 
43 46 SOUTH 5875 WEST 
WLST VALLEY CITY UT 84128 
Req* Terms<DP104) 
CREDIT 
Shipvia 
RETURN 
FOB 
Origan 
Vug a 
1 of 1 
( ED NOT HAPPY WITH 
J /O Port* Description CC- UM Retail Net 
S'm CJk 
104 
Extended 
0 ST30 PFRA TRIMMER EA 299.95 279,00* 558,00 
SUPPLY, INC, 
^3UTH 500 WESJ 
TYPE** s INVOICE 
63435 
\M, UTAH 8 4 1 2 3 / J . , ,
 t 
1) 266-3288 ;*&tikWm\b*><*> .» 
s n » ' -.T o ,•. ,V ^ i-^i^-'A— S H I P r o 
I WILDERNESS LANDSCAPING 
;*» 1 
WILDERNE3S LANDSCAPING 
2090 1/? VI-RONA ' 
HOLLADAY, UT 84117 
tP2590 1/2 VERONA 
I 
J HOLLADAY UT 84117 
aa-offs 
Req* Terms <P101,0> 
NET^IO EOM 
*&•, 
1 
1 
f-...,, 
> 
Shipvio 
WILL CALL 
FOB 
Oriuin 
_ _ _ _ i 
Page 
1 of 
Sim CI 
POl 2; 
arl< s 
t> B/O Part* Description C O DM ' Retail Net E;;tende ij 0 BB50 
N 
PFRA BP BLOWER 
NOTEJ SN 9405612 
EA 449.95 400.00* 400*0 
t 
1° 
f>\ aa 
t* 'i,*l1f 
/ 
* SALES DRAFT 
30 PQUER EQUIPHENT CO. 
HURRAH UT. 84123 
18/ 7 68831411 68:33:33ft 
W NUHBER EXP TOTAL 
m w 
[ l IZAE8 TRAN TYPE PflDC AUTHH 814898-
*c*c*r I N V O I C E J*?*:* 
;C ^  SUPPLY, INC./PRO POWER EQUIPMENT 
>. -MM > . ' 
itl, UTAH 84123 
L 266 3288 
G 0 i !i I !) 
POWER TRIM CO INC 
LA PAL HA, CA 90*23 
STD 
CURT * 
0DIS15 
PATE TYPE 
09/04/97 
- S H I P T 
POWER TRIM CO INC 
6841 MARLTN CIRCLE 
LA TALMA CA 90623 
0 
INViltCE 
563826 
a 
r 
JP 
1 
n 
Mill 
ks 
ED ON 5636 
fc/O Parti 
0 PB50 
0 f>T30 
Req* 
5b 
Terms<PP104) 
NET 10 TOM 
Descn ntion 
PERA DP BLOWER 
PERA TRIMMER 
Ghipvia 
OVERNTTE 
CC- UM 
EA 
EA 
r>^t a 11 
44'-* • 9"; 
299.97, 
TOP 
O n qj n 
Nf»t 
269<00* 
lf<0.00* 
r'aqe 
1 oF 
Cim C3 
POO U 
E: tenth 
269* 
360. 
service charge of 1*5% per month 
ill be charged on all past due invoices* 
QTEI No claims or adjustments made after 
Pive days from date ^ of delivery and 
n#V<?jr without this Iq&fep** 
Sub-Total 62S 
LSdN 
9 Q P 
RDEN 
0 8 ) ' 
INBEN BLVD. f '*"'''' '" < : " ' " NEW'f-
Ctfr, .,ID 83714.K '.v' /<• • ' / , , 
7$ r4449 . ,. ,. '•r " , , . ' v,'' > ' ' 
0 L ,T o.i 
A-
PRO POWER OF. IDAHO FALLS 
555 SO UTAH AVE•'. '• , 
IDAHO FALLS, ID 83402 
1570 l> 09/29/97J, •* 
- S H I P T O -
, i PRO POWER OF IDAHO FALLS 
! 555 SO UTAH AVE. 
! IDAHO PALLS ID 03402 
* *w*< *»^»- <*w*' fa 
YNVM#I 
565332 
1= , 
>929 
Reg*.; Terrasf •#:.;.••'".,- ''• 
1 % 1 0 T H NfeT^llTH 
Shipv ia 
VIA BOB REED 
POD 
O r i g i n 
. ' a y e 
1 of . 
mirk > 
jy </0 P a r t * 
H W I I I I I I I "««»» ' » I * • ' • • 
•K .^" 
1 0 ST30 
1 ' 0 BB50 
• •>'•: T^Hk/i 
:% y>~K 
Description ' 
BFRA TRIMMER 
BFRA BP BLOWER 
C O UH Retail Net 
EA 299.99 224.99 
EA 449.99 3,7.«'::' 
Sim C-3 
W02 1( 
E;::teri„de 
2 2 4 .'S 
237.4 
SON s y P K Y , I N C . /PRO POWER EQUIPMENT 
j SOOTH see WEST NEW 
*AY, UTAH 84123 
I) 266-3288 
S O L D T O — 
PRO POWER OF IDAHO FALLS 
555 SO UTAH AVE 
IDAHO FALLS. ID 83402 
•1 
II 
5 2 5 - 4 0 0 
i a rks 
Req* 
C M I N G OPTION 
J 3 B/O P a r t t t 
Terms 
NET 90 
CUSTt DATE TYPE 
,%%7* 10/03/97 
Description 
S H I P T O — 
PRO POWER OF IDAHO FALLS 
555 SO UTAH AVE. 
IDAHO FALLS ID 83402 
Shipvia 
WILL CALL 
FOB 
Origin 
INVOf 
56533 
I 
Pac 
1 c 
Sim 
CC- UN Retail 
W02 
Net Exte% 
0 BB50 
0 BB50 
PFRA BP BLOWER 
PFRA BP BLOWER 
EA 449.95 337.46* 1011 
EA 449.95 199.00* 19S 
5^<>r 
trvice charge of i•&% per month 
I* tfe charged on all past due invoices. 
%t No claims or adjustments made after 
hfc five days from date of delivery and 
H !bev»r without this invoice. 
S u b - T o t a l *!l 
AZi 15:dfl 
Tot^l 
I U O N 4^PPLY, I N C . / P R O POWER EQUIPMENT 
10C- SOUTH 500 WEST NEW 
URf AY, UTAH 84123 
303 ) 2 6 6 - 3 2 6 8 
S O L D T O — 
PRO POWER OF IDAHO FALLS 
555 SO UTAH AVE 
IDAHO FALLS, ID 83402 
I 
I 
192 S-400A 
Req# 
CUSTt 
1670 
DATE TYPE 
10/03/97 
S H I P T O — 
PRO POWER OF IDAHO FALLS 
555 SO UTAH AVE, 
IDAHO FALLS ID 83402 
Terms 
1/3 APR,MAY,3UN 
Shipvia 
WILL CALL 
FOB 
Oriqin 
INVG3 
56532 
Paq 
1 o 
Sim 
W02 
l£ B/Q Parttt Description CC- UM Retail Net Exten 
3 
1 
0 ST30 
0 ST30 
PFRA TRIMMER 
PFRA TRIMMER 
EA 299-95 224.96* 674 
EA 299.95 199.00* 199 
t(*%',<(h 
I* v i c e c h a r g e o f 1 . s% per m o n t h 
h* c h a r g e d on a l l paetfc d u e i n v o i c e s . 
tjfl* c l a i m s o r a d j u s t m e n t s m a d e a f t e r 
W ^ l v e d a y s f r o m d a t e o f d e l i v e r y a n d 
fep.fcVer w i t h o u t t h i s i n v o i c e . 
Sub-Total 8 7 3 - 1 
m?M Tota l 
Ob SUPPLY, INtU/PRO F^UEMQUirWCNT 
£ 3UTH 500 WCSt ,, % f <s "5 
^ ,< UTAH 64123 
) 2 ^ - 3 2 0 8 * 
'-¥ 
l^v 
, ._ C O L D '*T D' > 
I WILDERNESS LANDSCAPING 2' 
2590 1/2 VERONA ' * * 
HOLLADAY, UT 84117 
fWUtlTCC 
ft'N 5^5944 
S H I P T O ,«*-4*&<-- -', 
WILDERNESS LANDSCAPING 
2590 1 '2 VERONA 
HOLLADAY UT 8*137 
V (REDIT 
Reqt 
I 0 BB50 
Terms(DP104) 
CREDIT 
Shipviu 
RETURN 
EOB p 0 9 e 
^ LIKE 
j B/0 Part* _ Description cr,.. UM Retail Net 
^Im CI 
POl 10 
....D-v1i.P0.de 
PFRA BP BLOWER EA 449*95 4 0 0 * 0 0 * 400*0 
CPEOI1 S£W 
3R0 POwEP ZQ&w CL'. 
HURW, L". 84i .2 
/13 17 68831411 18:11:48fl 
COUI KUHBER EX? TOTftt 
8401 7353292 1295 $424.48 
'SNA JRE X. 
18 8l 3643 TRAH TYPE RDC RUTHS 014098 
...,?te3*r*: c: R E: r« i: x ^ * m 
CUST 41 DATE 7,"" : . . i iWOTCE 
"!. 5 7 0 02./ 0 4 / ? 0 P': T '.J !"• v 5 .;'. '' A 4 5 
. f A . 
511 J }J V .- :..• 
.' a u 
EA 
LA 
& ,:7. '"' 
IN SUPPLY. INC•/PRO POWER EQUIPMENT 
'CA "JTH.500 WECT 
V.'. UTAH 84123 
66-323G 
r
'R3 Pu:':Er": Tr IDAMO FA;_LC 
» !""*»... L . .-.-
0 DD50 
0 Br.:50 
0 ;:TwO 
0 IDL '505 
• A tr- v:i. "iLEF; 
f • i \ n i l^ M 
PTAN DLCvLL 
PTAN Pij-;r! 
>*?;< v'.i.i.# «:h'H;fc»tf o r 1 , ! 3 " ; [ I ^ J m o n t h G u b T o t a l 
.1 > e c: h u r g e d on a 11 p &f t cl U & :i. n v a :i. e e s • 
rp;'; Na claims pr. adjus^meh^ made- after 
five day& From da fee •of delivery anc ©a3/»s» To>s 
n^ver. without .t.hi-4 invoicf* 
f^r.^»; • 
mst 
not 
IURR.* 
8 0 1 ) 
" ;„•• '^ ; / ff'"^''"' ' -f •'' ' 
f SUPPLY,;r i l%^#Ra#d$?R* E G U l p t a f 
30UTH 500, 
6 6-3 7 Jiff! 
•STD 
- •$-8M V Q I CfC:'V--4Wr aft $ 
CU8T # DATE- TYPE INVO] 
0.501 ' OS/13/98 5710 ^ 
! • G 0 I.. l> T 0 
; TRANSIT INSTRUMENT SERVICE 
; 3592 SOUTH 500 WEST 
! •••• 3 H I P T 0 -
J TRANSIT INSTRUMENT SERVICE: 
•?'":o- cnsiT!.:- c;rir SOUTH 5oc W::ST 
SALT LAKH CITY, UT 04119 ; SrtLT LAKE Cl*'5 UT 8411 
3* 
3G5:;l I r... i "V /. I i ,1. / i.i 
Req# Terms, (BRETT) 
NET IO EOM 
Shipvia 
WILL CALL 
FOD 
0 r :l ( i: i n 
Pao»: 
'. o 
G i. m C 
woo :• 
ALL T 
B/'D Part* Description. C O UM Retail Net Hxtfrr. 
0 G25CA-16A 
0 BE50 
•POU CHA'INSrtW 
FRA BP BLOWER C A >J / / O '*•'« c, 
1 5 0 * 0 0 * 
:^%'v/ <• uu:i; 
f 
W 
SUPPLY, INC./PRO POWER tQUIPMENT 
OUTH 500 WEST NEW 
, UTAH 84123 
266-3738 
S O L O T O 
TRIPLE A LANDSCAPE 
117 CANDLEWOOO PLACE 
PROVO, UT 84604 
I 
Reqft 
-065 
s 
1 
Terms 
OC FLOORING 
cusrt 
0977 
DATE TYPE 
05/27/98 
S H I P r 0 
TRIPLE A LANDSCAPE 
117 CANDLEWOOO PLACE 
PROVO UT 84604 
Shipvia 
WILL CALL 
FOB 
Origin 
INVOICE! 
572404 
| 
Paqe 
1 of 3 
Sim Clt 
B/O Part* 
0 BB50 
0 VK200-2R 
0 6212 
Description _ 
PFRA BP BLOWER 
NOTE: SN 9404817 
PLAW VELKE PROl 
NOTE: DENTED UNIT 
PPEC BAGGER 
CC- UM Retail 
P01 217 
Net Extendec 
tA 449.95 270.00* 270.0? 
EA 294.00 180.00* 180.0C 
bA 1998.75 1675.00* 1675.0$ 
rv ce charge of l.S% p*r month 
b charged on all past due invoices. 
t 'o claims or adjuskments made after 
ive days from date of delivery eind 
ever without this invoice. 
Sub T o t a l 
Sales Tax 
2 1 2 5 * 0 
1 3 4 . 9 
l o t a l 2 2 5 9 . 9 
O T T \ U « A Q 
SOr- S#PLY, ' - INC\ /PRO •PQWEFKEQUJPMeNT "-' '"/ CUBT * \ DATE ' TYfcE- INVOICE 
3 f 3UTJH 500 WEST . NEW . " 0977 ' • ' 1 0 / 2 9 / 9 0 ' * , 577(343 
RM , .UTAH 84123 ' \ ' " ' • ,'\ . ; • ' 
-•••-- S-:0 L D T 0 
TRIPLE A LANDSCAPE 
117 CANDLEWOOD PLACE 
4- - -••• s H. I r T o 
! TRIPLE A LANDSCAPE 
I 1:17 CANDLEWOCD Ri..ACE 
PROOO,. UT 04604 i PROVO UT 0460<* 
• ' ;.. Req# 
02 -035 '"'• t^r . • _ 
) eriTis 
COD "t 
Shipvia 
W3!LL CALL 
FOB. 
Or in".in .1. .-vr 
Sim CI: 
f'Oi 21 
' '.'5 
B/D f'a.rt,# 
0 HB50 . ... 
.0 MISC ' 
'0 J 77 00,0 444 0 
tV>\-> .•»vi,r»w^ 
D e s c r i p t i o n Q£_„.UH 
i""~RA HP BLOWER -NLA/ObsSw) EA 
P2.ZZ M^SC PART . '• EA 
NOTES BATTERY 
PF-RA STARTER . EA 
"''
n
'""Z .V:ISC 'PART IIA 
•• NOTE J THROTTLE CABLE . 
.;p'ia;i. 
449,93 
0*00 
36.00 
0 • 00 
H> • - . . • • : • . : • * • - ( 
243
 ;. CO* 245.0' 
31 . 50* 3:, ..lr. 
35,00* 35,0! 
4 .,10* 4,1 
SflLE?: n i $P r 
PRO POUEfEQuiPKENT CO. 
HURRAY, UT. 34123 
/2< '98 68831411 ll:27:Ufl 
:oi IT nmx EXP . TOTAL 
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FRADAN MANUFACTURING 
Manufacturers ofPoyter Equipment 
Phone (914) 432-3769 • Fax (914) 432-1652 
SERVICE DEALER AGREEMENT 
SD# -p@l ffflDQn 
I 
li i Manufacturing Corp. 409 Fifth Avenue, New Rochelle, N Y. 10801, it responsible for management of the Service Network for the 
> brand name FRADAN and elsewhere in this agreement will be referred to as the company. 
( xnpany therefore appoints: ( xnpany therefore apjjointi 
i ame 7 ^ a p \TOJA. ,v5g eQufA Ca 
• M**M_J&220 <?//,«>£{^ tf&t//l. 
ii j Address. 
x Xi/3'e? County An/L State 3 5 Q > 4 / ^ -Zip ^ l i j 
»f ^df'Slb-M/?' PaW&^jy^'tV^/ 
a ervice Dealer for the purpose of providing authorized service both in and out of warranty for the following gasoline powered 
fy nent sold under the FRADAN brand name; FRADAN POWER EQUIPMENT regardless of the point of sale. 
J) t fms of this agreement are effective /3~//m~s£(> and may be terminated with or without cause at the option of the Service 
%V ' or the Company, by providing 90 days written notice. This agreement is nonassignable by the Servicer Dealer, but it may be 
fi£ ted by the Company. 
i : ervice Dealer shall function as an independent contractor and its agents and employees shall, under no circumstances* be oonsidered 
m f, representatives, or employees of the Company. 
e ' ervloe Dealer must remove Power Equipment from boxee In which they are ehlpped. They must properly aaeemble the pleot 
e< ilpment, make alt neecessry adjustments, end explain to the customer proper operation off machinery, 
e tfchintry is not to be sold in boxes. 
e > ;>mpany will reimburse the Service Dealer at the Service Dealer's shop tabor rate of *!*> per hour subject to prior approve)! of 
i C xnpany. Also, the Company will reimburse the Service Dealer at dealer's price for parts used by the Service Dealer in performing 
iff* W rep^tn, Labor reimbursement will be made m accordance with the times shown on the Fiat Rate Labor Schedules. 
is i tderstood that the Service Dealer must maintain an adequate stock of parts to fulfill the terms of this agreement. As the Service 
m\ r must obtain such pads from a Company designated source, it is incumbent upon and understood that the Service Dealer must 
m *in an acceptable credit status with the source. 
ie ervice Dealer must be a registered authorized engine service dealer and agrees to perform in accordance to the warranty offer by the 
igi; » manufacturer. The Company Is only responsible for engines under the FRADAN brand nem: 
Pfl 9 the terms of this agreement, the Servioe Dealer agrees to; 
Provide prompt and effecient repairs on the product covered under this agreement. 
Have thoroughly trained personnel ' 
Have an adequately equipped service facility including all recommended service parts at all times. 
Use oniy the manufacturer's service parts in warranty repaiis and maintain an adequate inventory of service parts at all times. 
Maintain complete records of all warranty repairs and process warranty claims on a weekly basis. 
Insure that the product conforms to the warranty policy of the Company before performing repairs. 
be ndersigned Service Dealer hereby agrees to provide both in and out of warranty service in accordance with the above terms. 
E UGGS & STRATTON WARRANTY # 
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FRADAN MANUFACTURING 
1
 ! 
Manufacturers of Power Equipment 
Phone (914) 632-37(9 • Fax (914) 432-1652 
SERVICE DEALER AGREEMENT 
it Manufacturing Corp. 499 Fifth Avenue, New Rochelle, NY. 10801, is responsible for management of the Service Network for the 
brand name FRADAN and elsewhere in this agreement will be referred to as The company 
ampany therefore appoints: 
$SgS& 
firm »*me_ "pes ToU& 
Stree Address,. mo?> &,. sxroui. 
Mailii i Addreu. y/we 
city. Sa t i= fe l fcX% 
relet >one 
_County_ TTtTu^r State TJku -&P. M 2 1 
T% FvM'lUo-l&h 
\% a ervice Dealer for the purpose of providing authorized service both in and out of warranty for the following gasoline powered 
tquip lent sold under the FRADAN brand name; FRADAN POWER EQUIPMENT regardless of the point of sale. 
'he t rms of this agreement are effective. _and may be terminated with or without cause at the option of the Seryice 
)ea)« or the Company, by providing 90 days written notice. This agreement is nonassignable by the Service Dealer, but it may be 
ssig ad by the Company. 
he S trvice Dealer shall function as an independent contractor and its agents and employees shall, under no circumstanoes, be considered 
pent , representatives, or employees of the Company. 
fee S irvioe Dealer muat remove Power Equipment from boxea In which they are ahipped. They muat properly assemble the pleoe 
! eq ipment, make all neoceeary ad|uetmente, and explain to the ouetomer proper operation of meohlnery. 
i f a tphlnery la not to be sold in boxea. 
le c mpany will reimburse the Service Dealer at the Service Dealer's shop labor rate of ^ Q per hour subject to prior approve! Of 
0 C Tipany. Also, the Company will reimburse the Service Dealer at dealer's price for parts used by the Service Dealer in performing 
ura ty repairs, tabor reimbursement will be made in accordance with the times shown on the Flat Rate Labor Schedules. 
s u derstood that the Service Dealer must maintain an adequate stock of parts to fulfill the terms of this agreement. As the Service 
ale must obtain such parts from a Company designated source, it is incumbent upon and understood that the Service Dealer must 
lint* n an acceptable credit status with the source. 
& S rvice Dealer must be a registered authorized engine service dealer and agrees to perform in accordance to the warranty offer by the 
yr* manufacturer. The Company la only reaponaible for englnea under the FRADAN brand name. 
rln |)ie terms of this agreement, the Service Dealer agrees to: 
1 Provide prompt and effecient repairs on the product covered under this afjreemont. 
2 Have thoroughly trained personnel. 
3 Have an adequately equipped service facility including ail recommended service parts at all times. 
4 Use only the manufacturer's service parts m warranty repairs and maintain an adequate inventory of service parts at all times* 
5 Maintain complete records of all warranty repairs and process warranty claims on a weekly basis. 
$ Insure that the product conforms to the warranty policy of the Company before performing repairs. 
w Jertigned Service Dealer hereby agrees to provide both in and out of warranty service in accordance with the above terms. 
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FRADAN MANUFACTURING 
Manufacturers of Power Equipment 
Phone (914) 632-3769 • Fax (914) 632-1652 
SERVICE DEALER AGREEMENT 
sp»_S<gQ] 
*n Manufacturing Corp. 499 Fifth Avenue, New Roche lie, N Y 10801, is responsible for management of the Service Network for the 
e brand name FRADAN and elsewhere in this agreement will be Tarred to as the company 
Company therefore appoint* 
Name. / *LQ-t .&**><& £$* C# ^ ^ , . w ,
 L, ^ r 4 h r — » '• ••• « ' » — • * • • ' 1 ^ r 
>g Addretl. r ^ f l /V*rf^,, 
.State. s J»P jf <PgfrZr 
Service Dealer for the purpose of providing authorized service both in and out of warranty for the following gasoline powered 
i went sold under the FRADAN brand name, FRADAN POWER EQUIPMENT regardless of the point of sale 
t terms of this agreement are effective /*~cz*~ f j and may be terminated with or without causa at the option of the Servioe 
i er or the Company, by providing 90 days written notice This agreement is nonassignable by the Servioa Dealer, but it may be 
t )ned by the Company 
i Service Dealer shall function as an independent contractor and its agents and employees shall, under no circumstance*, be considered 
e its, representatives, or employees of the Company 
i Service Daalar must ramova Power Equipment from boxes In which thay are shipped. Thay must properly eesembie the pieee 
4 julpment, make alt neoeesary adjustments, and explain to the ouetomer proper operation of meobinery. 
t< mtcMnery Is not to be eold tn bovee. 
I Of *T~* » M company will reimburse the Service Dealer at the Service Dealer's shop labor rate i . p%x hour subject to prior approval of 
e Company Also the Company will reimburse the Service Dealer at dealer's price tor parts used by the Service Dealer in performing 
si anty repairs Labor reimbursement will be made in accordance with the times shown on the Flat Rata tabor Schedules* 
it understood that the Service Dealer must maintain an adequate stock of parts to fulfill the terms of this agreement As the Service 
e er must obtain such parts from a Company designated source, it is incumbent upon and understood that the Service Daalar must 
a itam an acceptable credit status with the source 
h< Service Dealer must be a registered authorized engine service dealer and agrees to perform in accordance to the warranty offer by Ijhe 
ni ne manufacturer The Company la only responsible for engines under the FRADAN brand name. 
Hi mg the terms of thle agreement* the Servioe Dealer agrees to: 
1 Provide prompt and efferent repairs on the product covered under this agreement 
2 Have thoroughly trained personnel ' 
3 Have an adequately equipped service facility including all recommended service parts at all times 
4 Use only the manufacturer's service parts in warranty repairs and maintain an adequate inventory of service parts at aM times, 
5 Maintain complete records of all warranty repairs and process warranty claims on a weekly basis 
6 Insure that the product conforms to the warranty policy of the Company before performing repairs 
rh undersigned Service Dealer hereby agrees to provide both in and out of warranty servioe in accordance with the above terms. 
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^ t i s ^ 
Utah Department of Commerce 
Division of Corporations & Commercial Code 
160 East 300 South, 2nd Floor, Box 146705 
Salt Lake City, UT 84114-6705 
Phone: (801) 530-4849 
Toll Free: (877)526-3994 Utah Residents 
Fax:(801)530-6438 
Web site: http://www.commerce.state.ut.us 
R gistration Number: DB 200438 
B isiness Name: PRO POWER EQUIPMENT 
R -gistered Date: DECEMBER 13,1996 
09/18/00 
CERTIFIED COPY OF 
THE COMPUTER GENERATED TRANSCRIPT 
T IE UTAH DIVISION OF CORPORATIONS AND COMMERCIAL CODE ("DIVISION") HEREBY 
C <RTIFIES THAT THE ATTACHED IS TRUE, CORRECT, AND COMPLETE COPY OF THE 
C )MPUTER GENERATED TRANSCRIPT OF 
PRO POWER EQUIPMENT 
A 5 APPEARS OF RECORD IN THE OFFICE OF THE DIVISION. 
Lorena Riffo-Jenson 
Division Director of 
Corporations and Commercial Code 
D pt. of Professional Licensing 
(801)530-6628 
Real Estate 
(801)530-6747 
Public Utilities 
(801)530-6651 
Securities 
(801)530-6600 
Consumer Protection 
(801)530-6601 
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Utah Code Sec. 13-14a-2(l) Fig.l 
Manufacturer 
Sales 
Wholesaler 
Wholesaler must repurchase from retailer. 
No right to repurchase from Manufacturer. 
Sales 
Retailer 
/ 
The graph below represents the dispute in Wilson v. Fradan. 
Manufacturer 
(Fradan) 
Fig. 2 
No right to repurchase from Manufacturer. 
Wholesaler 
(Wilson Supply) 
! 
1 
s' 
Retailer 
Pro Power 
•-..  y 
'* 
/ 
-Utah Code Sec. 13-14a 2(1) Fig. 3 
Manufacturer 
Retailer 
/ 
Manufacturer must repurchase from Retailer in this case. 
Utah Code Sec. 13-14a-9(3) Fig. 4 
Manufacturer \ Previous Sales Agreement Wholesaler that do^s 
iio Rjetail businqss j 
/ 
Manufacturer must buy back under Sec. 9(3) when the 
Wholesaler and Retailer are separate entities and when the 
Wholesaler discontinues representing the line of goods. 
Sales 
Retailer 
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Al*4 8f>3EArjowhearUr Murray -
8d&nu.e*s/TMCT0RS-
• 266-8264 
SHINDAIWA POWER EQUIPMENT-
A union 1/hr> SALES 6 SI-.B vwr 
BONNEVILLE EQUIPMENT 9330 S 300 W Sandy 
Toll Free-Dial 1 & Tl«»n -—• BOO 570*8893 
SPEEDS POWER EQUIPMENT 
183 West 2100 Soulh Salt lake City 487-3431 
SALKSbSBRUCE 
SALTlAKbCttY 
/PAULAS SALES & SERVICE 
m H US Hwy 69 North Sal* Lake 29*r0444 
United Service & Sales 
2808 S Man South Salt La*ce 485-5770 
Willowwood Turt 
14089 S Mnwleinaf Dritf Drapfer - 571-7731 
m 
Consumer 
Tips , L2± 
EAT ALL FACTORY PRICES! 
S«e Sfotts for Oettid 
ERS • MULCHERS' 
RS * TRIMMERS 
W BLOWERS fe**/* 
FACTORS 
IAINSAWS 
uring 
V - BILT 
ENS 
?L 
NS 
IC JNTRY GARDEN INC. 
Call Toll Free & Compare 
1-877-HIS-TROY 
U 4888 > 450 S 1325 W Or em 
COUNTRY GARDEN INC 
4$0 South 1325 Wos» Orcm 
lo i : r iwDfel 1 & I te r 877 447-0769 
.P/«we $ee Advertisement This Page 
EAGLE HARDWARE & GARDEN A DIVISION OF 
LOWE'S COMPANIES INC 
469 W 4500 South Taylo^l!? <- 263*3441 
Eagle Hardware & Garden A Division Of L6we'$ •' 
Companies inc 
20* W 9000 South Sandy 566-9481 
Etdredges1 Sales & Service 
€68 r«*i QO'J Soch - 355-6073 
GARDEN COUNTRY 
240 N BOO W CenWrvllie 292*881} 
Please Sec Advertisement Thin Page 
HGMEBASE HOME IMPROVEMENT 
WAREHOUSE 
4637 S 906 Las' Murray 269-190^ 
$585 S R«l*ood Rd Salt LaVe C«y 268-2300 
PAUL'S ALL RIGHT SALES & SERVICE 
MTHQfilZEO SALES & SERVICE 
SNAPPER • LAWN BOY • TOftG 
-HOMEL1TE • JACOBSEN • HUSQVARNA 
YARD-MAN • BCS • ECHO 
SERVICE 8, REPAIRS ON ALL MAKES 
135 N US Hwy 89 Next! SdH l a ^ 205-0444 
Centraltiarden&Pet 
3756 Wtst 1820 South — • - 973-7514 
Toll kee Nu-nbw - BOO 333-7514 
GARD'N-WISE DISTRIBUTORS INC 
2790 S170 West South Salt Lake 487-6200 
LEVERAGE DIGGER INC 
1052 E Sou«h Unior Av — ' - $61-2073 
TerraCopia Uic 
950 W 2950 S South Silt 1ate - 972-1770 
WalloWater 
950 W 2950 S South Salt t ake - " 972-1770 
Weed Queen Lawn & Garden Tool Corp 
,&?0JiJh iHtiniiiii i« Hi YiUil,i|ttiii-ni<nii,fla5rl8^1'\k 
Wilson Supply tnc 1 
410J S 500 Wetf Murray - -—.-.* 266-32881 
•95 
FREE 24-hour information 
Call 801-553-7700 
Press 
3475 • Professional 
maintenance services 
3476 * Selecting the right lawn 
care professional 
3477 • Fertilizing at the right 
times 
3478 • Caring for your lawn 
year-round 
Leisure Living tnc 2208 $ 900 \xA --— 487*3289 
Sugar House Awning 8t Canvas Products 
, 2005 S1100 Last •> -486*7237 
Pehrson'$ Power Equipment 
7235 S 900Last Mirivaie 566-6800 
PEHRSON'S POWER PRODUCTS 
J g j a M I Qhliinri [V, • 46<»70QQ 
rro Power Equipment Co 
4107 S 500 West Murray - 266-3733 3 
The U S WEST Yellow Pages is always 
available - wherever you happen to be 
Some businesses may include such woidsas 
'guarantee', 'autho-L'pd, 'cpitified', 'accredited 
as par! of I heir tirn naires These may not 
assure a specific authorization, certification, or 
accreditation m connection with their business 
If in doubt, ask the business or company for 
details 
A- 3 QUALITY LAWN & VARO CARE -
QUALITY LAWN CAflE 
AT AFFORDABLE PRICES 
» WeeWy Mowu'R & Maintenance • Aeration 
• Vrrji'img • T(pe*& Shrubs • Hauling 
BwdwtwJ 282-6B3T 
461-OM 
250-78* 
- 277-176 
BEAUTIFUL LAWNS 
FOR F A M I L I E S 
T O G R O W 
O N 
AA- l PROPERTY MAINTENANCE CO -
A& A PROPERTY SERVICES INC 
I955E SloneyMounfauOr — -* ^ -
AAA Stump Removal Service *— 
A E POWELL «r SON 
Residential • Commercial 
Landscaping with Lawn Maintenance 
% Snow Removal 
20 Years Experience 
561-2257 561-0224 
A - l SPRINKLERS/MAINTENANCE 
3595 S 70C Wttl — - » 266*253 
Ace In The Hole Yard Care 
1745 W BaronrtrtP: «— 328-91 
Acorn Lawn & Gardening 484-30; 
Aeration Plus fa'minoton * - 45J-6X-
Aflordablci Lawn Care & Grounds Matntathence 
- —-474-23 
All Green Landscaping Ml S1000 West * 3£8-37' 
All Pro Lawn Services 
b579SCornirercoDi Murray-— *— 281-42 
ALL STATES LANDSCAPING & PROPERTY , 
MAINTENANCE 571-73 
Plra.HC &'< Ath'frtmcmetit Pay? 90% 
ALLTERRAIN LANDSCAPES ' 
Wet^tty Lawn Care 
Sprinkler Installation & Repafr 
F^rtHlratlon
 t Weod & Itiaect Control 
Fall & Spiina Cleanup 
Berf Ma'ntenancp & Aeration 
CommerciaJ & Residential 
FREE LAWN ANALYSIS & ESTIMATES 
Lawn Fertilization & Weed Control • Insect Control 
• Spicier Control Barrier • Licensed & Insured 
Fiee f stimates Call 272-1351 
ALLSCAPE PROPERTY SERVICES 
•Fert i l izat ion •Aerat ion 
* Insect Control < Res / Com 
Weekly Lawn Maintenwcv 
TREATMENT 
R0GRAMS ARE 
GREEN POINTE LAWN CARE 
261-1171 
POBQXG!>37? 
Sal* Lake City 84165-0372 
Patitck Allon -Own 
264-023 
..10.Ye>c 
Experi | 
Locally I 
„ DEPENDANT'S 
EXHIBIT 
l £K j« i2m?f£ l UTimrfulHzmwri 
(Continued Next Page) 
I WEST De* Yellow Pages is 
aiiable ?A hour^ a clay, 365 
|r - it lets you shop when ypu 
•op. 
, «^»«v m\nr**tVU** U MtKtSUi 473 LAUNDRIES-UWN 
Pioneering the new world of information. 
Locally, Nationally, Globally 
www.worldpages.com *rwm TM« w««i» wins* HUB 
lAUi DRIES-SELFSERVICE 
(Cont'd) _ _ . 
Norge V age 1375 Park Ave. <435) 64*9995 
Quik-8t( Laundromat 
465V\ 1800S Murray. ... 281-2860 
Ralnbov 136 F 900 S . . . .. 532-0284 
Rise An Shine launderette 
150 S lain Kamas. (435)783*4395 
Rose Pi (Coin laundry 
1315 500 N 595-1451 
Rote Pi {launderette 
956 V I000N - 538-0708 
Second *e laundry 
1030 Second Ave . . . , . 364*9963 
Souths ta launder Center 
3915 State Murray 2884005 
STONE ASH 
247 S 00 E SIC ..., 521-2534 
(See Atlfv. Prev Plage) 
Sugar h use Coin laundromat 
2263 Highland Dr , . . . , . 466-0419 
Senshlr Canter The 
1376 1100 E Salt Lake City . . 484-5898 
Swishy ashy Coin laundry 
4550 900 £ Holladay. . , 281-0272 
Trout-0 let 148 S Mail) (435)336-4100 
Village <eaners 
840 E 600 So Murray .. .. 266-9562 
138* 2300 S Draper 572-1353 
7040 12300 E . . 943-2277 
Washbi rd The 70 N F... „ . 363*0075 
Washin on Dry Cleaning 
309 E 300 S 483-1253 
ffashot eTtte U52W700N 328-9267 
tfest V' By laundry fk Dry Cleaning 
4612 4000 W West Valley Cfty 983-1129 
T A INDRYEQUIPMENTS 
SUPPLIES 
EC Dr leaning 6 laundry Equipment 
6657 State #7 Murray 284-8955 
ttianci Commercial Equipment Co 
3838 State Murray. 266-7086 
lilanci Equipment Co fnc 
3838 State Salt Lake City (800) 33M136 
)artm it laundry Service 
2151 Warm Springs Rd 383-2234 
RAUI SUNDRY EQUIPMENT-
AI liORUFD SUSS SLR\ ICI cfc PARTI 
Roll >te Equipment & Engineering tnc 
42 Airport Rd • Odgen UT 
111 m Dtal '1'& Then W*366'4415 
ml rk/EM Systems 
I00r 100 W #14 North Salt Lake 292-8051 
•XTI -
A in wzrn co vw m IAL mmw von 
: l l lr ire Earl SCo 
, 269-9416 
ns t mmercial laundry Sates Co 
463 '1987S , 972-6580 
II 
I ' I __J l^l. ' l iHftfr-
&-JkJ mm* mm m %J$&>\i 
ERVICE 
I J O E LI t^ f;,,': 
flMUNIWiSEGTIOM* 
Evans Inc 
3463 W1897 S SaltUke 
City ... (800)433-6859 
Express Equipment Repair Service 
Local Call 301-9393 
Or (435)509-9393 
Fillmore Earl B Co . . . . . . . 269-9418 
Furgls Distributing Inc 445 E 200 S. 531 -6029 
6 E COMMERCIAL WASHERS* 
DRYERS-
AITHORTZED COMMLRCI * I MST1UBVTOR 
Fillmore Earl B Co 
269-9416 
Kattson Brothers Inc 322-5757 
Kent Thomas Inc 2827 S 2300 E 487-3674 
LAUNDRY SUPPLY COMPANY INC 
3785 W1987$ 972-5123 
Maytag Commercial Washers & Dryers 
3690 Retiondo Beach Ave. 355-8336 
McFarfondCIUnc 154 S 400 E. . 531-6684 
Mendenhatl Equipment Co 
8?5 S Frontage Rd Centervrtle 298-1133 
Mendenhall's Maytag & Milnor Laundry 
Equipment Co 
Toll Free-Dial T 4 Then , (800) 537-0438 
Reliable Equipment 6 Engineering inc 
4245 Airport ftd Ogtien UT . (800) 366-4415 
SPEED QUEEN COMMERCIAL LAUNDRY ~~~ 
EQUIPMENT 
COM or manually 
operated Washers, __ 
Dryers, Tumblers, JFspeerftveen 
Washers Extractors Atw—i***^*.*— 
& Accessories 
Complete On'Premise Laundry 
Capabilities 
Alliance Laundry Systems 
"WH£ff£ TO LAW 
C OHM RCIAL DISTRIBUTOR 
Evans Inc 
3463 W1987 S 972-6580 
Outside Salt Lake City Call 
Toll Free Dial ' 1 l & Then (800) 433-6859 
Jr\ 
AHl»Mt» i »on«ry ty»MW» 
tweeds tndudina Hotels, 
Hospitala, Nursing 
Homes Restaurants 
Athletic Clubs & More 
www unfwasii cxxv 
''FOR IN FORMA TION CALL " 
A UTHOR17MD DKTRIBl 1 OR 
Alliance Commercial Equipment 
3838 South State St 266-7086 
LAWBOOKS 
ER$CE'S*IN*T:HE^ 
Plant the seed of friendship 
Call a Regional Telephone 
Directory Florist today. 
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1 Q. What did your facility consist of? First, tell me 
2 about the facility. 
3 A. My store basically was a 15,000 square foot facility 
4 with a service department, storage and a retail showroom. 
5 Q. What was the signage on the exterior of the building? 
6 A. It said, "Wilson" on the front corner, and it said, 
7 "Pro Power" on the side corner. 
8 MR. MYLAR: Your Honor, I would object again, I think 
9 he's going on and on about (inaudible) retail stores. 
10 THE COURT: I don't know why we do that. There is a 
11 stipulation that if you look at Mr. Mylar's second figure, they 
12 agree that Wilson Supply was a wholesaler and Pro Power was a 
13 retail outlet. 
14 MR. BIRD: Maybe we would like to deal specifically 
15 with Mr. Mylar's diagram. 
16 THE COURT: Well, they agree that Pro Power was a 
17 wholly owned subsidiary of Wilson Supply. That's your 
18 testimony as well, right? 
19 THE WITNESS: It was a dba, yes. 
20 THE COURT: Well, wholly owned dba, it doesn't make 
21 any difference. 
22 THE WITNESS: Yes. 
23 THE COURT: I guess in fact if it's a dba it's not a 
24 separate entity. 
25 MR. BIRD: It isn't a separate entity, your Honor, and 
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1 again, that's my point, and we've offered Exhibit 2, it's been 
2 accepted, it's a certified copy to evidence the fact that there 
3 is no separate entity here. 
4 MR. MYLAR: And we stipulate to that. 
5 THE COURT: Yes. 
6 Q. BY MR. BIRD: Was there any discussion with Mr. 
7 Fitzgerald about how Wilson Supply would sell the product? 
8 A. Yes, absolutely. We clearly at that point in 1996, 
9 our focus was on retailing to our commercial customers through 
10 our retail stores, and it was very clear to Scott Fitzgerald 
11 that that is how we went to business, and he was interested in 
12 selling us on that basis because he knew we could get to the 
13 marketplace and sell his product. 
14 Q. Did you tell Mr. Fitzgerald you would wholesale his 
15 product? 
16 A. I didn't indicate that I would. 
17 Q. Did you tell him that you would retail it? 
18 A. Yes, I did. 
19 Q. Did Mr. Fitzgerald describe for you any relationship 
20 they had with other vendors in Utah? 
21 A. You mean other people they sold to? 
22 Q. People they sold to in Utah. 
23 A. Well, he had told me that Cantrell Distributing was 
24 their distributor in Utah. 
25 Q. What did that mean to you, that Cantrell Distributing 
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1 was their distributor? 
2 A. I assumed that that meant that Cantrell, who was 
3 located in California, had the rights to sell Fradan product to 
4 dealers in Utah. 
5 Q. So was there any discussion about you becoming —-
6 Wilson Supply or Pro Power Equipment becoming a wholesaler for 
7 Fradan Manufacturing? 
8 A. I showed no interest, and Scott Fitzgerald made it 
9 clear that Cantrell had the area and that he didn't want to 
10 sell in the area until that relationship had been finalized. 
11 Q. Did Pro Power in fact become a dealer for Fradan 
12 Manufacturing? 
13 A. Yes, it did. 
14 Q. Now it's already been admitted into evidence, Exhibit 
15 3, but Mr. Wilson, directing your attention to Exhibit 3 — 
16 excuse me, Exhibit 2, can you identify Exhibit 2 for the Court? 
17 A. They are servicing dealer agreements with Fradan, the 
18 purpose is to give them — to have Fradan be aware of who is 
19 selling their product in the area and make them warranty 
20 stations so that they can service the product. 
21 Q. Did Wilson Supply have any written agreement with 
22 Fradan Manufacturing establishing Wilson Supply as anything 
23 other than a dealer? 
24 A. No. 
25 Q. And in fact, directing your attention back to the 
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1 exhibit, I note that there are three different service dealer 
2 agreements. Why are there three different agreements? 
3 J A. For each of our three locations. 
4 I Q. Each of the three retail locations? 
5 A. Yes. 
6 Q. At some point in time did Pro Power — Wilson Supply 
7 dba Pro Power place an order for product from Fradan 
8 Manufacturing? 
9 A. Yes. 
10 Q. Do you recall how much product was purchased? 
11 A. Dollar amount somewhere around $40,000. 
12 Q. How was it determined what product that you would 
13 purchase? 
14 A. Just product that we felt we could move through our 
15 retail stores. 
16 Q. And that was discussed with Mr. Fitzgerald? 
17 A. Yes. 
18 Q. Was the order placed with Mr. Fitzgerald? 
19 A. Yes. 
20 Q. Prior to the time the order was placed, had you had 
21 any contact with anyone at Fradan Manufacturing other than 
22 Scott Fitzgerald? 
23 A. No. 
24 Q. What did Wilson Supply do with the product that it 
25 purchased from Fradan Manufacturing? 
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1 have not. 
2 THE COURT: All right, the objection is overruled. 
3 Q. BY MR. BIRD: Now back to the exhibit, Mr. Wilson. Is 
4 this a complete statement of all of the sales of Fradan 
5 product? 
6 A. Yes. 
7 Q. What happened? I note that on certain, and 
8 particularly down to Pro Power of Idaho Falls, would you 
9 identify Pro Power of Idaho Falls? 
10 A. It's an affiliate company, at least that's what we 
11 call them. 
12 Q. I note that with respect to the items Pro Power Df 
13 Idaho Falls, they show minus 4 and minus — what does that 
14 mean? 
15 A. It means that those products were returned. 
16 Q. Any of the other products sold here returned to Wilson 
17 Supply? 
18 A. I don't have any evidence that they were paperwork 
19 wise, but I believe that several of them were. I have product 
2 0 in my warehouse— 
21 MR. MYLAR: I object, your Honor, he said he doesn't 
22 have personal knowledge. 
23 THE COURT: The objection is sustained. 
24 Q. BY MR. BIRD: As to the other customers identified on 
25 the exhibit, are these end users? 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
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Q. With respect to the second meeting, was there any 
discussion in that second meeting by Mr. Fitzgerald about 
Wilson Supply wholesaling Fradan's equipment? 
A. He indicated that he would like to have us consider 
that in the future, but that Cantrell was the distributor. 
MR. MYLAR: I object, your Honor, that's hearsay. 
THE COURT: It's hearsay, except that I'm assuming 
that Fitzgerald is a party. 
MR. BIRD: Mr. Fitzgerald is an employee, and I think 
the objection was raised against interest in a clear exception 
to the hearsay rule. 
THE COURT: The objection is overruled, his answer 
will stand. 
Q. BY MR. BIRD: Mr. Wilson, did you ever notify Fradan 
Manufacturing of any problems with the product that was sold? 
A. Personally or as a company? 
Q. As a company. 
A. Yes. I had several employees that were in contact 
with them on somewhat of a regular basis, and I had talked to 
him once. 
Q. 
He even 
reason-
What was the nature of the complaint? 
MR. MYLAR: Objection, your Honor, this is relevant. 
stated in his opening how it's not relevant. 
THE COURT: Yeah, it's irrelevant. I can't see the 
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1 THE WITNESS: Exactly. The reason why I say that is 
2 because a wholesaler has to be at a price advantage to be able 
3 to sell to a dealer. 
4 THE COURT: Well, let me ask this, if you have $100, 
5 and you're selling a product that retails for $100, you're 
6 saying that a retailer buys cheaper than a wholesaler? 
7 THE WITNESS: Correct. 
8 THE COURT: That doesn't make sense. A wholesaler 
9 buys cheaper than a retailer because the wholesaler has to have 
10 a mark-up t o — 
11 THE WITNESS: I'm sorry, then, I misphrased it. What 
12 I'm saying is a retailer pays more than a wholesaler. 
13 THE COURT: That's what I — 
14 THE WITNESS: I said it backwards. 
15 Q. BY MR. MYLAR: I apologize, your Honor. 
16 MR. BIRD: Your Honor, I object to this line of 
17 questioning, and let me just explain the reason for my 
18 objection. 
19 In the course of discovery we propounded 
20 interrogatories on Fradan Manufacturing and asked them to 
21 provide us copies of invoices to dealers and distributors so 
22 that we could ascertain these very issues. They refused to do 
23 so, they claimed that it was irrelevant and confidential. 
24 We sent Mr. Mylar a letter explaining why it was 
25 relevant, all of these very issues, but they still refused to 
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1 provide that information, so I object to them now testifying 
2 about matters which they refused to disclose at discovery. 
3 They would not disclose any of their dealings with any of the 
4 other dealers, any of the other distributors. 
5 Cantrell, we specifically asked about Cantrell. They 
6 refused to provide that information. We asked what prices they 
7 sold, they refused to provide any of that information. Now 
8 he's testifying about what their pricing structure was. 
9 THE COURT: Mr. Mylar, your response to that? 
10 MR. MYLAR: Yes, your Honor, actually they were asking 
11 for confidential business reports, marketing plans and all 
12 sorts of different things that are clearly outside any realm— 
13 THE COURT: Well, it seems pretty relevant to me to 
14 know if they were selling to Pro Power or to Wilson at the same 
15 price they were selling to Cantrell (inaudible). 
16 MR. BIRD: Your Honor, may I read the specific 
17 interrogatory and the response? 
18 THE COURT: Yes. 
19 MR. BIRD: The interrogatory says, "Please identify 
20 all parties purchasing Fradan product from Fradan's factory 
21 during the time period 1997 to the present." That is a very 
22 short time period, the time period at issue, "including but not 
23 limited to manufacturers, distributors, dealers, end users and 
24 consumers, indicating the type of customer they were and 
25 (inaudible)." All we're asking is for this very information. 
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1 Answer to interrogatory No. 6, "Irrelevant and 
2 confidential." I then sent Mr. Mylar a letter saying — this 
3 is our letter of October 20, 1999. "Dear Frank," we asked him 
4 to supplement — "today we have not received supplementation 
5 and hereby request the same." We specifically directed his 
6 attention to the interrogatories and we asked for — we tell 
7 him the reason why they're relevant, and he again refuses to 
8 respond. Now they're testifying about the very information 
9 they refused to provide. 
10 THE COURT: Okay, the objection is sustained. 
11 MR. MYLAR: There was some questions with respect to 
12 Cantrell. I feel like I need to follow up with that, just— 
13 THE COURT: You can ask your question, your next 
14 question and determine whether he objects. 
15 Q. BY MR. BIRD: With respect to Cantrell, did you hear 
16 Mr. Wilson's testimony regarding Cantrell? 
17 A. Yes, I did. 
18 Q. Can you describe to the Court who Cantrell is? 
19 MR. BIRD: Objection, your Honor, same reason. We 
20 asked— 
21 THE COURT: The objection is overruled, you asked 
22 about Cantrell. 
23 MR. BIRD: Well, but we asked for the information from 
24 Mr. Debartolo— 
25 THE COURT: Okay, we're not going to go into the 
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1 information. 
2 MR, BIRD: Fine. 
3 THE COURT: The relationship we can go into. 
4 MR. BIRD: That's fine. 
5 THE WITNESS: Cantrell was a distributor in the 
6 California area. 
7 Q. BY MR. MYLAR: And during the time when you were 
8 starting a distributorship with Wilson Supply, what was the 
9 relationship of Cantrell with Fradan? 
10 A. Cantrell was a distributor in the California area. 
11 Q. Did it distribute— 
12 THE COURT: Now that's a little bit confusing. Did 
13 Cantrell have a distributorship right over the State of Utah? 
14 THE WITNESS: To my knowledge, no. If he had, your 
15 Honor, we would then have sold the product through Cantrell to 
16 Mr. Wilson. 
17 THE COURT: That would have been your normal practice. 
18 THE WITNESS: Correct, because what happens if you 
19 were to— 
20 THE COURT: I know how it works. 
21 THE WITNESS: —the salesmen, the other distributors 
22 would go crazy, "You're selling in my territory." 
23 Q. BY MR. MYLAR: Was there ever an issue between — to 
24 your knowledge, was there an issue between Wilson Supply and 
25 Fradan with respect to what territory Cantrell would have? 
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1 A. Okay, it's what we refer to as our service dealer 
2 agreement. We have our dealers fill it out so that we have a 
3 listing on who is selling the product throughout the United 
4 States, also for when warranty comes we know what to pay them 
5 as far as their shop to labor rate. 
6 Q. So that's not a sales agreement, then, is it? 
7 A. No, it's basically used for us to explain to our 
8 dealers to take the machine out of the box, put it together, 
9 make sure you explain to the customer how to use it, and then 
10 naturally if the machine breaks, so we know what to pay them, 
11 and to truly know that he is a dealer so that we don't send out 
12 checks to homeowners that are not dealers. 
13 Q. Would that be typical, then, for you to sign such an 
14 agreement with a dealer even though you're using a distributor 
15 or wholesaler? 
16 A. Yes. What happens is through the years I've noticed 
17 that there is distributors that have their own stores. We 
18 treat their stores as a separate entity. The reason for it is 
19 because you've got — again, it breaks down to money. 
20 If we pay 15 percent over the retail — I'm sorry, 15 
21 percent off the list price of a warrantied item, well, if a 
22 distributor is buying at 50 off, then we're overpaying on a 
23 warranty situation. So it's important for us to know who is a 
24 distributor, who is the dealer. So when the stuff is sold to a 
25 retailer or a dealer and he submits a warranty, we know how 
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1 with Fradan and Wilson. 
2 A. That's when I wound up seeing it. 
3 Q. So that was the first time you saw a letter from Pro 
4 Power? 
5 A. Yes. 
6 Q. And during all those other times did you only deal, 
7 then, with Wilson Supply? 
8 A. Only Wilson Supply. All our invoices are addressed to 
9 Wilson Supply. 
10 Q. I hand you what has been marked as Exhibit No. 7. 
11 Would you describe what that is for the Court? 
12 A. These are invoices. Just looking at the invoice 
13 prices I'm assuming that they're parts, not whole goods because 
14 the price would be probably higher. 
15 Q, And is that from Fradan then to Wilson Supply? 
16 A. Correct. 
17 Q. Is that typical of all of the invoices, then, that you 
18 sent? 
19 A. All of them. 
20 Q. Have you ever sent any to Pro Power, for instance? 
21 A. Never. 
22 Q. They only went to Wilson? 
23 A. Correct. 
24 MR. MYLAR: Your Honor, I don't have any further 
25 questions for this witness. 
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1 Q. To whom did he sell the products? 
2 A. We sold — at the time we only had distributors, so he 
3 was running all over the country selling to distributors. 
4 Q. In 1997 you didn't sell any product dealer direct? 
5 A. Correct, we only started that, I believe, about two 
6 years ago, and we started in the New York area, and we slowly 
7 moved it — because our building was based there, it was easy 
8 to ship product out. There was no need for having a 
9 distributor in our local area. 
10 Q. It's true, is it not, Mr. DeBartolo, that in 1997 
11 Cantrell was selling product in Utah? 
12 A. Correct. 
13 Q. In fact, it continued to sell product in Utah and 
14 continued to sell product specifically in St. George, Utah 
15 after you supposedly established Wilson Supply as a distributor 
16 for Utah; is that your testimony? 
17 A. What I'm saying — my testimony is that when Wilson 
18 Supply came on board, Cantrell was not supposed to come into 
19 this area. 
20 Q. That's not my question. After Wilson Supply, 
21 according to you, was established as the distributor for Utah, 
22 it's true, is it not, that Cantrell continued to sell product 
23 in Utah? 
24 A. To my understanding, no. I would not know if that's 
25 the case. 
